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Take Your Next Step...
National Coming Out Day
October 11

—

Gays in the
Military

Things You Can Do
¥ Wear the pink triangle,
lambda or rainbow emblem
¥ Come out to your family
¥ Put your lover‘s picture on

your work desk
¥ Patronize a Gay/Lesbian
business
&
¥ Write a check to a Gay charity
¥ Write your legislators in
support of Gay/Lesbian issues
Volume 4, Number 1

House Approves Legislation
Discouraging Gay Enlistment
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House adopted legislation Septem—
ber 28 to discourage homosexual
enlistment in the military as the
Pentagon considered a delay in
implementing President Clinton‘s
more lenient policy.
By a vote of 301—134, the House
branded homosexuality an "unac—
ceptable risk" to morale and ap—
proved the same policy adopted by
the Senate.
f
The House of Representatives |
action came as the Pentagon con—

Violate
Free Speech

The Clinton administration has
not opposed the congressional
policy, describing it as consistent
with the President‘s.
Shortly after Clinton announced
his compromise plan July 19, both
Senate and House Armed Services
committees adopted the policy
drafted by Sen. Sam Nunn (D—Ga.),
the Armed Services Chairman and
a leading proportent of the ban.
Nunn‘s policy makes no mention
of three major tenets of the Clinton
plan — orientation is not a bar to
service, an end to witchhunts to
ret out Gays, and even—handed

Herbs &
AIDS Policy Chief Hails

By Joe Edwards
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
President Clinton‘shealth care plans
represent a major improvement in
fighting AIDS, the national AIDS
policy coordinator said Sept. 23.
Kristine Gebbie told 100 business
leaders that Clinton‘s proposals "give
us the financial base ofcaring for HIV
that we‘ve never had before."
"This gives us the building blocks
for treating this disease," she said at
the Governor‘s Business Responds to
AIDS Conference, cosponsored by
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention

munity programs that are patched to—
gether.
"This (Clinton‘s reforms) gives us
a base to plan for prevention."
Gebbie said she was not surprised
thatthe insurance community has al—
ready begun a public relations cam—
paign against the plans.
"They stand to lose the most. Their
world is going to have to change dras—
tically," she said before flying to Chi—
cago to attend a town meeting at the
University of Illinois atChicago.
She was part of a contingent of
Clinton‘s top aides who fanned out
across the country to drum up sup—
port for the reform movement.
In her speech, Gebbie urged the
their employees memos on
"We need leaders who don‘t just
delegate— they participate," she said.
"They don‘t just send out memos
but follow up and are visibly unafraid
to be associated with the problem."
She said the business community
needs to recognize that a comprehen—
sive health education curriculum is
needed in schools "or in 20 years there
won‘t be any workers."
Gebbie, who has been in the nurs—
ing field for 30 years, said the public
reaction to AIDS is similar to the way
cancer was regarded 30 years ago
when it was not listed as the cause of
death in newspaper obituaries.
"We‘re not quite sure we can reach
out and embrace this disease like
others."

High Heels To Be Kicked Up At Cook Convention Cente
ofthe Napoleon exhibition. The room
offers 25,000 square feet of space.
Tables of 10 are being sold for
$250 and individual tickets
are $20. A cash bar will
be available. Table
buyers are being en—
couraged to decorate
their own tables. A
table decorating con—
test will be held.
+ "Just because you
don‘t buy a table
doesn‘t mean you
won‘t be able to sit
down," Kelly said.
"Last year people
assumed that we
wouldn‘t have any
chairs except those at

— Flowers at
Lavendar

Clinton Proposals

the house and the Senate, Defense of Military Justice for both h
policy coordinator for about two
sourcessaid. —
sexuals and heterosexuals. The months, told reporters that a key part
As expected, area representa— policy continues Clinton‘s change of Clinton‘s plan is universal cover—
tives voted overwhelmingly for the of not questioning recruits or age that can‘not be revoked.
service members about their sexual
proposal.
F
e
"Knowing thatyou are covered
The Clinton administration has orientation, but allows a future and community—rated arecritical," she
drawn up three directive dealing defense secretary to resume the said. Community—rated means pa—
with recruitment, grounds for sepa— practice.
tients are not singled out as exempt
Also on September 28, a federal from insurance coverage. .
ration from the service, and inves—
tigations of suspected homosexuals. judge barred the Navy from dis—
Clinton‘s proposals greatly in—
They were scheduled to go into charging a homosexual submarine crease insurance benefits for AIDS
effect October 1, but Pentagon of— officer, saying the man acknowledged patients and make treatment more avail—
ficials are waiting to see what leg— he was Gay only after Clinton indi— able in neglected areas, Gebbie said.
cated the rules would be changed. Lt.
islation Congress writes into law.
All this means that those with HIV
Votes on the Gay issue came as (j.g.) Richard D. Selland was should be encouraged, she said.
the House worked on next year‘s stationed aboard the USS Hammer—
"They need to be receptive to this
defense budget, a $262 billion head when he walked to his com— plan and watch what happens in Con—
package that is slightly below mander Jan. 21, a day after the gress."
Clinton‘s request and $12 billion inauguration.
Gebbie, former secretary of health
less than this year.
in the state of Washington, said cur—
rent AIDS treatmentis basically com—

It‘s definite. High Heels, High
Hats and High Times, Friends for
Life‘s second annual Halloween
party, has signed a contract to stage
the event at Cook Convention Center
Saturday, Oct. 30.
Last year the party drew 850 cos—
tumed revelers and this year the group
estimates attendance will surpass the
1000 mark.
>
"We actually expect to have 1,200
people here, " said Paul Kelly, chair
of the Friends For Life Fundraising
Committee. With attendance at that
level, the group expects to clear $25—
30,000 from the event through admis—
sions, beverage sales, and corporate
spon—sorships.
The party will be held in the Con—
course Hall— most recently the home

Parade Fees

October 1993
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a table. That‘s not thecase, we‘ll have Cook said. Among the places under
plenty of chairs," he said.
discussion were the Sears Crosstown
The party was praised last year for building and the closed Dillard‘s de—
being one of the more ex— partment store at Poplar and High—
travagant and outrageous land.
Halloween parties in the
Cook said the the package offered
city and the encore was by the Convention Center made the
discussed shortly there— deal.
¢
after.
.
"Renting tables chairs and staging,
"We started looking arranging for bars, and buying event
for a space large insurance seperately all brought the
enough to handle the costs up even though the space rent
party in June," said was low," Cook said.
;
f
Allen Cook, president
"Besides being less expensive, it‘s
of Friends For Life.
a lot less hassle to let them do it," he
"We looked at an said. "Besides, since the Convention‘s
old post office, empty Center‘s renovation, it‘s as classy a
department stores, and place as any luxury hotel space." _
even warehouses, but
Tickets go on sale October 1 at
nothing was available," various locations.

Earth
Santa Cruz
a Safe
Haven for
Lesbians

Family
Album
30

Plus:
Local and National
News, Gossip,
Reviews and More
First Gay Couples
Register in N. O.
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Gay
newspaper publisher Rip Naquin and
restaurant cook Martin Greeson have
become the first couple to register
under a city law that recognizes "do—
mestic partnerships" between all
couples who live together, but are not
married.
New Orleans is one of nearly 30
U.S. cities and counties giving some
kind of recognition to relationships
outside of usual marriages. The early
registrants Sept. 1 were Gay or Les—
bian couples, whose appearance at
City Hall was the result of an effort
by local Gay and Lesbian groups to
spread the word about the new registry.
Over time, however, other cities
with similar registries have found that
unmarried straight couples also sign
up in large numbers.
For now at least, domestic partner—
ships in New Orleans will have few
immediate effects. The new registry
does not affect state laws on marriage
or inheritance.
However, the law will allow reg—
istered couples to take advantage of
benefits offered by a few private
employers, or discounts offered by
certain companies, Gay advocates
say.

Happy Third Birthday

TIN

Anniversaries are also a good time to take
a look at your philosophy. After all, we all
tendto get more philosophical as we get

by Allen Cook
TJN Editor
This issue marks the beginning of the
fourth year of publication of the Triangle
Journal News. It‘s been three years of hard
work and we think we‘ve seen a lot of im—
provements.
In those years we‘ve grown. We‘ve in—
creased our press run by almost 50%. We‘ve
expanded to include a Nashville edition of
TJN and we‘ve increased our editorial pages
by a third. If you think that‘s no big deal,
consider this: three years of publication
yields over 1000 pre—press pages — not bad
for a nights and weekends project.
Of course, the last thrée years have not
been without controversy. TIN was actu—
ally born as the result of a dispute with the
now—defunct Memphis Gay Coalition. John
Stilwell and I co—edited and produced Gaze
for over 10 years for the Coalition, but re—
signed in 1989. The next day we created
the Triangle Journal.
Gaze continued for two months and then
ceased publication. The Coalition has since
disbanded.

One of the ongoing problems of produc—
ing a grass—roots newspaper has always been
staffing. Until recently, our staff has con—
sisted of John and myself, Vincent Astor
(Lady A), and Bob Dumais along with a
couple of other people who contributed ar—
ticles or helped with production.
In recent months, however, we have
added several new names to our masthead.
Ellen Mitchell and Karista Pelts have taken
over the Resources and Community Calen—
dar functions for both Memphis and Nash—
ville. Mike Morgan has assumed the role of
National News Editor. Mike Walker is add—
ing his creative touchesto the paper and
Gary Salles has returned to write feature
material and take lots of provocative pic—
tures.
I am particularly pleased to have Ellen
and Karista on board because we have long
recognized that one thing TJN lacked was a
female perspective. While we‘ve tried to be
sensitive to women‘s issues, it‘s just not al—
ways possible when there are only men pro—
ducing the paper. Not only that, but they
work their buns off making sure everything
is right.

older.
The primary goal of TJN is to provide a
reliable, consistent voice for the Gay and
Lesbian community and to inform our read—
ers of not only what‘s happening in Ten—
nessee, but throughout the country and the
world as well.
We have consistently tried to maintain a
high editorial to advertising ratio and rou—
tinely run free ads for organizations to ad—
vertise their services. Many newspapers
devote 75% of their space to advertising;
our ratio is about 50—50. Our resource list—
ings are still available for the asking and
calendar items of interest are also listed free.
At one time, a bar which decided not to
advertise in the newspaper was a crisis.
Today, however, more and more Gay and
Lesbian—owned business are choosing to
market to the Gay community directly —
everything from auto body shops and house
cleaning services to real estate agents , law—

News, P.O.Box:11485, Memphis, TN 3811—
0485.
Thanks, TIN
Thank you for the TriangleJournalNews
paper you provide to the Mid—South area. I
always look forward to the first of the month
so I can visit one of the places you distrib—
ute to.
Being a middle—aged Gay Memphian, I
no longer have the nerves for the park, the

The Triangle Journal News assumes no liability for claims made by
advertisers. Appearance in this publication is not to be construedas an indication of
sexual orientation, preference, or identity unless specifically stated. We welcome mate—
rials submitted by readers, but reserve the right to.edit or reject such materials. The
Triangle Journal News is published 12 times a year by Printers Ink and distributed in
the Memphis and Nashville, Tennessee areas. First class mailed subscriptions are
available at $15 per year writing to the address above.
Co—Editors
Allen Cook + John Stilwell
Staff Writers
_
Vincent Astor « Ellen Mitchell
National News Editor
Mike Morgan
Calendar/Resources Editors
Karista Pelts « Ellen Mitchell
Contributors
Gary Salles + Paula Womack
Production
Vincent Astor » Allen Cook « Bob Dumais
Ellen Mitchell « Karista Pelts
John Stilwell + Mike Walker
Advertising Sales
Vincent Astor « Bob Dumais « Karista Pelts .
Advertising Information: Advertising information is available by calling (901) 454—1411 in Memphis.

we start over.
We want to thank especially our reader:
who, month after month, pick up their copy
of The Triangle Journal . Without you, al
our efforts would have been for nothing.

yers, and other professionals. Our mix of

The TriangleJournal News welcomes letters
from its readers. Letters should be as short as
possible and signed. Anonymous letters will not
be printed, but names may be withheld on re—
quest. Send your letters to: Triangle Journal

Box 11485, Memphis, Tennessee 38111—0485
Phone (901) 454—1411 (Evenings)

advertisers is now more reflective ofthe Gay
and Lesbian community than ever before. —
A non—Gayperson picking up a paper is of—
ten amazed at who is advertising.
The profit motive has never been a prime
motivator for us. Contrary to popular be—
lief, there isn‘t a lot of money to be made
publishing a "niche" newspaper. It‘s defi—
nitely a labor of love; most of the profit goes
back into the paper to make it bigger and
better.
é
What is important, however, is that there
be a vehicle both for advertising and for
advocating. There must always be a forum
for both news and new ideas.
We have a running joke here at TIN —
that we‘ll quit publishing as soon as we put —
out a paper free of mistakes. While we‘ve
eliminated the most irritating errors, but
nothing will ever be perfect. So each month

patience for the movie house, the stamina
for the bars or the get up and go needed for
any of the fine commumty groups in the
Bluff City. I do keep in touch with Gay
Memphis through the Triangle Journal
News. Thank you for a look into the local
and national Gay world. Thank you also for
all you and your staff do for the people like
myselfwho do not carry the Gay banner on
a local level.
a
I do, at times, long and wish for the early
days of Frank‘s Show Bar, when life was
more simple, times more dear and men were
a lot more hot and sexy. Times have changed
and some of us "mature" people have not.
Thank you for the courage to continue for

all of us to make Gay life an easier life to
live. When I think back 25 years ago, life
was nice (for me). Would I go back? I can‘t
say yes and I can‘t say no. I can only say
todayis so different from yesterday, and the
Triangle Journal News keeps making the _
difference for all the tomorrows to come.~~
_
P.S. I really enjoy Lady A‘s rounds.
When does he find the time and where does
he get the energy?
R
Nick Palazolo
Memphis
Dear Nick,
Thanks for the kmds words, especially

for our anniversary issue. As for Lady A.,
well she can‘t be everywhere at once so
we‘ve called in reinforcements. Rona T.,
Lady A.‘s predecessor from the old Gaze
days, has returned toMemphis and has gra—
ciously consented to assist on the paper.
Some of her feature material is seen scat—
tered throughout the paper this month.
With Rona T.‘s help and that from our
contributors, we hope to have even more
local news in our pages in the months to
come.
As for how far we go back, suffice it to
say thatJohn andImet at the oldRaincheck
II on Jackson. Eighteen years later, we‘re
still together — so much for the you—can‘t
meet—any—decent—men—at—the—bars routine.
&=:
—A.C, Ed.

Get It Of
Your Chest!

Copyright © 1993 by Printers Ink. Reprint permission on non-syndlcaled maternalis granted to
Gay & Lesbian publications only. provnded proper credit is given. Associated Press stories are
copyrighted and used by permission; they may not be republished without written permission
from AP.

The Triangle Journal News is a member of The Associated Press.

Write us at
The Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 3811
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A HalloweenParty to Benefit
— Friends for Life HIV Resources
Saturday,

October 30,

1993

$20 Donation Benefits Friends For Life « Tables for 10 Available for a $250 donation
Groups are encouraged to buy a table and decorate it for the Table Decorating Contest.
Tickets Available October 1 at the fo
\ulzois
risen)
Books&MoreJt Wmdﬂm771604;
930 S. Cooper
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1411 Poplar
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Senate Votes More Restrictive

Lawyers Spar Over Who Military

Judges,

Policy on Gays in Military

Considers A Homosexual
By Harry F. Rosenthal
Association Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Judges
on a federal appeals court sparred with
lawyers Sept. 13 over whetheran ad—
mitted homosexual who is also celi—
bate would be discharged from the

military under pre—Clinton adminis—
tration rules.
©
The issue was raised when Jus—
tice Department lawyer Anthony
Steinmeyer was explaining the differ—
ence in military policy toward homo—
sexuals before the Clinton
administration adopted the "don‘t ask,

don‘t tell" rule that will go into effect
in October.

conduct, activities, desire and intent

"I could use a shorthand phrase
‘celibate homosexual,"" Steinmeyer

Such a person would not have the

fall under the military‘s definition of

added that the government doesn‘t

Judge Patricia Wald asked if any— _
one had avoided discharge from the

made it, so it was never accepted," the
government lawyer replied.
"Now we are dancing on the head

i
Appointment

of a pin," commented Judge Abner

The discussion arose in the case
involving Joseph Steffan, a former

U.S. Naval Academy shortly before

ing to a superior that he is Gay.
He was appealing a ruling by U.S.

pel Steffan, on grounds that the mili—
tary ban is a justifiable weapon against
the spread of AIDS.
"The only thing he did was to say
he was Gay," said Steffan‘s lawyer,

do serve in the military. ... Now it is
determined that good order and dis—
cipline is not affected ... sexual orien—
in

itself does not predict

misconduct."
He said the military‘s old policy
of dismissing Gays is brought on by
the assumption that homosexual sta—
tus can affect a different kind of con—
duct and "now they are going to argue
that they can predict the conduct of
people who say they are Gay."
Judge Wald asked how the mili—
tary would act in a situation where two

FALL CLEAN UP TIME!!

CARE
RYV‘s® Trucks®Car Interiors

men are asked by their buddies to go
to town to pick up girls.
"One says ‘No, I‘ m tos tired.‘ The

‘6 CARPET

other says ‘Well, fellas, I‘ll pass be—
=

causeI‘m homosexual," she postu—
lated.

<——.

Steinmeyer said the military would
consider the second one a homosexual
because he has shown "propensity."
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plus."

Leader

Boxer, D—Calif., pushed an amend—
ment to strike the Nunn—Coats mea—

Robert Byrd of West Virginia voting

sure, arguing that legalization of the

against the amendment.

plan would be a dangerous precedent

lar weapons systems. But the discus—

compromise was a first step that had

sion lacked the emotionalism the issue

been accepted by the Joint Chiefs of

sparked earlier this year.

Staff, whose opposition back in Janu—
ary forced the president to abandon

Sept. 9 on the overall spending plan

his campaign pledge to completely lift

for the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1.

the half—century ban on homosexuals.
"The spirit of the Clinton plan is
protective of people‘s rights," said

legislative policy as the Senate, and

Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D—Ohio.

the full House was expected to pass it

"The Armed Services Committee pro—

next week.

vision on the other hand isbrutal, bru—
“1.9,

Metzenbaum

but he would also lose the entire de—

policy

fense budget, the first of his adminis—

president

tration.

sham

Clinton

has signaled to

...

face

acceptable.

women

—

Congress has the constitutional right

said the

"purports

Congress that he finds this new policy

to

has

to

codify

already

tougher
what

done. It

courageous

who

have

young

served

men

and

na—

tion."
Republicans argued that months of

armed forces are unique and "persons

fense

who demonstrate a propensity or in—

vice

tent to engage in homosexual acts

contention

would create an unacceptable risk to

undermine military cohesion.

order and discipline" in the military.
Clinton‘s compromise policy
ended the practice of questioning re—
cruits and service members about their
sexual orientation, but allowed the

a

their

hearings

the high standards of morale, good

the

is

It is a gratuitutous slap in the

to make rules for the military, that the

with

experts

military

and

members

Nunn

that

leaders,

rank—and—file

de—

ser—

supported

their

homosexuals

would

contended

that

Congress,

which has the power to raise and sup—
port armies, has not only "the right to
‘legislate

in

this

area.

We

have

a

re—

sponsibility."
A

former

Marine

who

served

in

military to continue to discharge ho—

Vietnam, Sen. Charles Robb, D—Va.,

mosexuals.

disagreed,

s

The president‘s plan centers on the

impedes

saying the tougher policy

"the

premise that orientation is not a bar

mander

to military service and calls for an end

services

to witchhunits to ferret out Gays. It also

sponsibilities."

urgeseven—handed enforcementof the

"I

in

ability

chief

to

and

carry

know

it

is

of

the

their

the

com—

uniformed

particular

politically

re—

difficult

Uniform Code of Military Justice for

and politically unpopular but I know

heterosexuals and homosexuals, a

it is the right thing to do," said Robb,

provision sought by Gay rights

who faces a difficult re—election next

groups.

year.

&

The legislation makes no mention

at

Gay

Rodeo

Gay Rodeo. "It‘s a minority view that‘s

Wash.

(AP)

—

this

rural

town

went

off without

a

been magnified."

He

voted

against

the

tougher

measure.

The

weekend

the

everyone

approved.

Steve

fairgrounds

holding

a

sign

reading,

rodeo

at

the

King

International

Gay

Inside the fairgrounds,

many said

they supported freedom of speech in

Ro—
any fashion.

"We‘ve

had

lots

of

letters

from

FREE ESTIMATES
from

by

Not

Auman stood across the street from the

"Sodomites, do you have AIDS yet?"

County Fairgrounds was one of 17 or—

ganized

hitch.

people appalled by the image created"

Owner

2

Liberal Democrats said Clinton‘s
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manace is chief.

overshadowed debate on billion—dol—

co—founder of the Greater International

in

LEE WATSON

usurping the powers of the com—

charity, organizers said.

Few

Aside from a few protests, a Gay rodeo

327—6165

f

George Mitchell of Maine and Sen.

event, said Lee Johnson, organizer and
Protests
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:

In a last—ditch effort, Sen. Barbara

The legislative policy states that

Marc Wolinsky. "Gay men have and

tation

lawmakers referring to it as "ban—

to eliminate the congressional policy

1991 upheld the Navy‘s right to ex—
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servative Democrats and Republicans

The House Armed Services Com—

midshipman who resigned from the

. 358—6689

The plan won the backing of con—

the Senate rejected a measure that

The House and Senate worked

Mikva.

Massage Therapist

policy.

don‘t tell, don‘t pursue" policy in July,

get, the Says in the military moasure

"To my knowledge no one has

Pitman
—~725.7020 Tom

of Indiana, crafted the legislative

Part of the fiscal 1994 defense bud—

military by making that claim.

The Body and Mind.

man, and Republican Sen. Dan Coats

cluding Senate Majority

unrelated to conduct.

Guaranteed Rejuvenation For

Armed Services Committee chair—

bers of the Democratic leadership, in—

take action against people for thoughts

FULL BODY MASSAGE

als, Sen. Sam Nunn, D—Ga., the

dent Clinton‘s policy toward Gays in

The vote was 63—33, with mem—

a homosexual, Steinmeyer said. He

the

rale and voted Sept. 9 to tighten Presi—

since Clinton unveiled his "don‘t ask,

desire for sex and therefore would not

of

military‘s original ban on homosexu—

In the first floor vote on the issue

3

proponents

"unacceptable risk" to military mo—

the military.

have sex, never had sex and never

GENTLE, RELAXING

Leading

Senate branded homosexuality an

show that he is Gay.

will."

recruits their sexual orientation.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The

the same sex, but I‘m not going tc

THE JOY OF TOUCH

and says a future defense secretary
could reinstate the policy of asking

fined a homosexual as a person whose

had sex, I would prefer a person of

DISCOVER

of orientation, witchhunts or the code,

Steinmeyer said the military de—

said. "That is a person who says if I

MASSAGE

By Donna Cassata—
Associated Press Writer

negative

comments

about

the

deo Association this year.

"As a pe: son in a group who‘s had

Organizers said about 1,300 people
attended

Sept.

11—12.

Proceeds

go

to

their

opinion

oppressed,

I

support

their right to speak out," Johnson said.

~

News Executives Discuss
AIDS, Activism, ‘Outing‘
By Richard Pyle
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —The Ameri—
can media are still struggling with
"outing" Gay newsmakers and
whether journalists should take part
in Gay marches, according to a panel
of news executives.
The question of whether the AIDS
crisis is adequately covered by U.S.
newspapers and broadcasters also
arose on Sept. 12 during the some—
times—heated panel discussion that
concluded the three—day National Les—
bian and Gay Journalists Conference.
About 500 Gay editors and report—
ers from around the country attended
the group‘s second annual meeting.
Panelists agreed the news media
should not aggressively "out" or re—
veal
the homosexuality
of
newsmakers, but efforts should be
made to persuade individuals to re—
veal that information if it is relevant
to the story.
"My own predisposition is that we
need to be very careful about keep—
ing things out of the newspaper, but I
don‘t think we should make a point
of identifying someone as Gay or
Lesbian unless there is a special
___point," saidGeneva Overholser, edi—
tor of The Des Moines Register.
PearlStewart, editor of The Oak—
Piei—
— land Tribune,said that in cases where —
sexual orientation is pertinent to the
story, "it seems to me some pressure
should be brought to bear on the per—
son" to disclose that information.
But "if he chooses not to, I don‘t
see taking it any further," she said.
Members of the panel wrestled at
length with the issue of whether ho—
mosexual journalists should be al—
lowed to join in public events such as
the recent Gay pride march in Wash—
ington, D.C.
William Ahearn, executive editor
and vice president of The Associated
Press, said the AP has no rule against
homosexual reporters covering Gay—
related stories. But he said journalists
were barred from the march because
of a long—standing company policy
against political activity.
"When you are a journalist,as far
as I‘m concerned, you check some
things at the door," Ahearn said. "I
have a problem when personal beliefs .
are allowed to get in the way of cov—
erage."
Robert Murphy, an ABC—TV vice
president, said his network has a simi—

lar policy.
Stewart said she would "have a
hard time telling a member of my staff
that he or she could not march in a
civil rights demonstration, so it would
be difficult for me to tell them they
couldn‘t march in a Gay or Lesbian
parade."
On AIDS coverage, Overholser
said the failure of newspaper obituar—
ies to mention AIDS as a cause of
death was one reason why the public
did not recognize the threat sooner
than it did.
Ahearn said public indifference is
a factor that must be overcome in get—
ting information out.
"I have not been in one newsroom

where I haven‘t seen aggressive cov—
erage of AIDS. The problem is get—
ting people to read it," Ahearn said.
"It is incumbent on us to come up with
ways to tell the story, to get it read
and get it into the newspaper."
Murphy, who was introduced to
the convention as being Gay, said one
obstacle to AIDS coverage is "the in—
credible amount of disinformation
that‘s out there ... you have to be care—
ful that what you report is new and
responsible."
—
Robert Giles, editor/publisher of
The Detroit News, said his paper‘s
diverse staff, including Lesbian col—
umnist Deb Price, has boosted the
paper‘s overall coverage.
"We do recognize that very often
the story is helped by the understand—
ing and perspective that a member of
that group brings to the coverage,"
Giles said.
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Journalists‘ Conference
By Richard Pyle
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —The highest—
ranking openly Gay official in the
Clinton administration said Sept. 11 that
President Clinton has made an unprec—
edented effort to put homosexuals in key
government jobs.
—
president has been scrupulous
about finding thetalent, the people with
energy, the people with unparalleled
commitment to do the job, to run this
nation ... the kind of government that
the people of this nation deserve,"
Roberta Achtenberg told a luncheon
meeting of the National Lesbian and
Gay Journalists Conference.
"Clinton has made a step forward by
allowing Gays and Lesbians to prove
our mettle in a way that no other presi—
dent has done," said Achtenberg, who
is undersecretary for Housing and Ur—
ban Development.
But then she added, "I should say
allowing us to prove our mettle in the
civilian sector," a reference to Clinton‘s
compromising his campaign promise to
allow openly Gay people to serve in the
military.
But, Achtenberg continued, it isn‘t
Clinton‘s job to be the homosexual
community‘s liberator.

"We hired Bill Clinton to be presi—
dent of the United States. We did not
hire him to be the greatliberator of Les—
bian and Gay people. Our liberation is,
as it always has been, in our own hands,"
she said to applause.
She also ticked off a list of 14 other
homosexuals she said hold important
positions in the Clinton administration.
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Supporters March
Peacefully
OCEAN SPRINGS, Miss. (AP)
— About 500 Gay—Lesbian support—
ers strode through downtown Sept. 17
before a moderate crowd in a spirited,
but peaceful march.
Police officials and event organiz—
ers, cautious that violence might break
out after strong public opposition,
were pleased with the orderly crowd.
""We had no problems. Everything
is going well," Police Chief Carolyn
Frayser said during the rally in
Marshall Park that followed the pa—
rade.
"Everyone has been kind, nice and
cooperative," she said. "The organi—
zation has worked real well with us."
About 300 people lined the side—
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529—9607
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83 Union Avenue
(parking garage next door)

walks on Washington Avenue, view—
ing the parade behind a heavy police
guard and yellow tape.
More than 100 law enforcement
officers from Harrison and Jackson
Counties and the Mississippi High—
way Patrol, patrolled the streets, fol—
lowed the parade and attended the
rally in Marshall Park.
The only open protest came from
a D‘ Iberville church group, which dis—
tributed tracts and quietly held signs,
asking the Gays to repent.
Ministers of Ocean Springs
churches had asked their congrega—

tions to stay away from the march.
"I think the stay away protest is
working better than the come to the
parade effort," Ward 5 Alderman
John McKay said.
McKay and Alderman Fred G.
"Chic" Cody had voted against allow—
ing the Gay rights march in Ocean
Springs.
%
Leaders of the newly—organized
Mississippi Gulf Coast Chapter of
Mississippi Gay—Lesbian Task Force
had estimated that 65 support organi—
zations would be represented and pos—
sibly 1,000 people would march.
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Police Fee For Parades Violates Free Speech, Judge Says
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
Last year, organizers of a Gay and
Lesbian Pride Parade had to pay the
city $496 to cover the cost of police
traffic control.
But now a federal judge has ruled
that the Kansas City Police Depart—
ment policy requiring a fee for crowd
—and traffic control violates First
Amendment rights of free speech.
"The department does not charge

for other police services, such as in—
vestigating traffic accidents, writing
traffic citations and investigating
crimes," U.S. District Judge Dean
Whipple said in the ruling last month.
"The department also provides on—
duty officers, free of charge, to con—
trol traffic on the streets surrounding
the Sports Complex before and after
Chiefs and Royals games."
The parade fee, the judge said, was

a "content—based restriction on ex—
pressive activity" and thus violated
free speech rights.
The judge also cited a 1992 ruling
in which the U.S. Supreme Court, on
a 5—4 vote, struck down a $100 pa—
rade fee which officials in Forsyth
County, Ga., charged to white su—
premacists who wanted to protest the
Martin Luther King Jr. holiday.
The Kansas City Police Depart—

ment imposed the fee on small pa—
rades in early 1992, citing the expense
of assigning off—duty officers to con—
trol crowds and traffic.
The city‘s five largest parades, in—
cluding the St. Patrick‘s Day and
American Royals parades, were ex—
empt. But in June of last year, when
faced with a legal challenge by Gay
rights activists and the American Civil
Liberties Union, police expanded the
policy to include all parades. Fees for
___ the large parades have run into the
thousands of dollars.
"This is a victory for everyone who
« wants to exercise the constitutional
right to take to the streets," said Doug
Bonney, a lawyer for the Gay and Les—
bian Services Network Inc. and a
member of the ACLU legal panel for
Kansas and Western Missouri.
A spokesman for Police Chief

Steven Bishop said the department
legal adviser was reviewing the rul—
ing to determine whether the parade
policy should be revised or elimi—
nated.
"We‘re looking at what alterna—
tives we have," said Capt. Vince
McInerney. "With the city‘s financial
trend over the last few years, we had
to start looking at services where we
could cut expenses." Parades, he said,
were "one of those big—ticket items."
Jerry Hagerty, chairman of last
year‘s Gay pride parade, said the rul—
ing was a legacy to Marc Hein, an
activist who started the parade in 1990
and died in March of complications
from AIDS.
Hagerty said Hein was adamant
about fighting the parade fee, "Others —
of us were saying $496 wasn‘t that big
of a deal, that we should just go ahead
and pay it," Hagerty said. "But that‘s
how you start losing your freedoms."
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RICHMOND (AP) — A Lesbian
should have custody of her 2—year—old
son because the child "means the
world to her," said the woman‘s ex—
husband.
Dennis Doustou said he has not
had any contact with his son since the
child‘s birth. But he said a court deci—
sion to give custody to the child‘s
maternal grandmother "pushes me
harder to be a part of Tyler‘s life."
On March 31, a Henrico County
juvenile court judge awarded custody
ofTyler Doustou to the grandmother,
Kay Bottoms. He determined that
Sharon Bottoms, 23, was an unfit
mother because she lived with her
lover, April Wade, 27.
That decision was upheld when
Henrico Circuit Judge Buford M. Par—
sons Jr. found that Sharon Bottoms‘
conduct was immoral, illegal and po—
tentially damaging to the boy.
Until the custody case, Doustou
was unaware that his ex—wife was
Gay.
"If that‘s what makes her happy, I
don‘t have anything against it,"
Doustou told the Richmond Times—
Dispatch in an interview published

Sept. 13. "There‘s nothing that says
Lesbians and Gays cannot raise kids."
"Tyler means the world to her, I
know that," said Doustou, an unem—
ployed construction worker.
Doustou had little positive to say
about his former mother—in—law. "The
woman is coldhearted," he said.
"Anybody that would put their
(daughter) through this. ... It‘s no rea—
son to take a child from his mother.
That‘s totally wrong."
Kay Bottoms declined to respond.
Doustou was not allowed to tes—
tify at the hearing. Kay Bottoms‘ law—
yer, Richard Ryder, told thejudge that
Doustou gave up custody of Tyler
when the divorce was final in June
1992 and contributed only $65 in
child support.
Doustou said at the time he and his
wife separated, "I was young, I was
stupid. I figured ... that Tyler was bet—
ter off without me."
Doustou said that after the custody
battle began this spring, he considered
petitioning the court for visitation or
shared custody. But he decided
against it. He said what he wants is
his ex—wife to regain custody.
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SEATTLE (AP) — A 4—year—old boy has been placed with Gay foster parents
who had hopes of adopting the child.
"It‘s a foster—care placement. it‘s not a permanent adoption," spokesman Gor—
don Schultz of the state Department of Social and Health Services said.
He said the boy was placed Sept. 22 with Louis and Ross Lopton of Seattle, a
Gay couple who have been licensed as foster parents by the state.
Washington is one of half a dozen states which allow adoptions by same—sex
couples. Since 1985, about 100 homosexuals have gained parentalrights in court,
according to the National Center for Lesbian Rights in San Francisco.
""We have told the court ... we are not going to take any steps toward permanent
adoption" until the mother‘s bid to regain custody is resolved, Schultz said.
The mother‘s attorney, Richard Kimberly of Bellingham, said that he failed to
convince a County Superior Court Judge David Nichols that living with a Gay
couple would place the child "at risk."
Megan Lucas, the boy‘s mother had sought to block the placement of her son
with the Loptons until a judge rules on the merits of a petition she filed to reverse
her Sept. 9, 1992, decision to surrender custody.
Lucas, now wed and the motherofa 17—month—old daughter, said she is nowable
to offer her son a stable home and did not want him raised by homosexuals.
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from an article published in the
August/September issue of Hera
Sees, Memphis‘feminist newspa—
per, called The Pagan Revival.
Reprintedwithpermission.
Pagan groups sense an alive—
ness and a "presence" in nature.
Most accept what is known in the
scientificcommunity asthe "Gaia
Hypothesis," thatthebiosphere of
ourplanetisalivingbeing, andthe
goal ofmost Pagans is one ofliv—
ing in harmony with nature.
Whether marking the changes of
the seasons or the phases of the
moon, Pagan worship follows
cyclesthat arebasedonthecycles
ofnature.
Pagans believe that divinity is
bothimmanent(internal)andtran—
scendent (external), but with im—
manencebeingfarmoreimportant.
Pagansbelievethatdeity,divinity,
isas likely tomanifestin afemale
form as it is in a male form—one
of the major departures from Ju—
daism, Christianity or Islam.
Three of the most important
principles in Paganism are ani—
mism, a view of reality in which
all things are considered ani—
mate—partakers ofthe life force;
pantheism, divinity is inseparable
fromnature anddeity isimmanent
in nature; and polytheism, reality
ismultiple anddiverse, andcanbe

seen and worshipped in the many
faces ofthe Goddess and God.
But what is a Pagan? The term
originallymeant ‘countrydweller‘
just as heathen‘ meant one who
lives on the heath, but in its cur—
rent usage, as defined by Margot
AdlerinDrawingDowntheMoon,
a Pagan is ‘a member of a poly—
theisticnature religion such as the
ancientGreek,RomanorEgyptian
religions.‘
f
Neo—Pagans in general look at
religion differently than more tra—
ditional people do, believing that
its function is to connect human
beings and the forces of the Uni—
verseortoreinforcetheknowledge
of that connection by means or
ritual, worship and practice.
Abeliefin the necessity ofliv—
ing in harmony with the forces of
nature, and in personal responsi—
bility for actions, along with a
sense ofthe naturalness ofthe du—
ality ofnatureasmanifestedinthe
GoddessandtheGod; thesearethe
essence of Paganism in today‘s
world
Informationmaybeobtainedat
Meristem Books, information
aboutNativeAmerican spiritual—
ity and tradition can be obtuined
through Gay andLesbianAmeri—
canIndians. Listings can befound
intheResourcessectiononpg. 32.
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Community Center News
The Community Center is having lots of
great activities in October! On Tuesday, Octo—
ber 19 at 7 pm, Dennis Ciscel will be reading
poetry from his published collections Patting
the Air and Tiny Stories as well as other unpub—
lished works. Mr. Ciscel works in the field of
HIV prevention. He has written poetry and song
lyrics for over 40 years. Topics of his work in—
clude hope. AIDS, grand mal seizures, pretty
babies, various public figures, driving out in the
country,love , and life in the very real world.
Ciscel‘s books will be available for purchase.
Admission is free; donations are accepted.
We‘d like to remind you about the classes
coming up in October. "Coming Out to Parents,
and Other Problems" will take place Tuesday,
October 26 from 7—9 pm. This will be a discus—
sion by parents of Gays of their initial reactions
on learning their children are Gay, and the ef—
fect this has had on the parent—child relation—
ship. The presentation is free; a $1 donation is
_ suggested. Dr. Arnold Drake, coordinator of P—
FLAG, will be the instructor.
"A Therapeutic Ritual. Theme: Being Your
Own Best Friend" will take place on Monday,
Oct. 18 from 7—9 pm ($5). "The Myers—Briggs
Personality Type" will be held on Wednesday,
October 6 and Wednesday, October 13 from 7—
8:30 pm ($10 plus materials).

— "Landscape Design" will be taught from
7—9 pm on Tuesday, Oct. 5; Thursday, Oct. 7;
Tuesday, Oct. 12; and Thursday, Oct. 14 ($20).
"Buying Your First House" will have its Oc—
tober session on the 16th (all four sessions are
$5). "Profiles in Courage: Homosexuals in
History" will continue in October (Call 320—
9015, $5 per session). There will be an orga—
nizational meeting for the Gay and Lesbian
Book Discussion Group on Monday, Oct. 4 at
7 pm. "Healthy Relationships" begins on Oct.
30 and continues into November. The class
meets on Saturdays from 12 noon to 1 pm
($20).
>
Don‘t miss the rummage sale! It will be
held in the parking lot of Star Search Video
on Saturday, October 16. Also coming up is
the pot luck on Saturday, Oct. 9 at 7 pm.
Board elections were held in September.
Officers for this year are: president, Michael
Schiefelbein; vice president, Charles Butler;
treasurer, Steve McLain; secretary, Don
Wylie; at—large board members are Russell
Armstrong, Allen Cook, Charlie Friedman,
Karista Pelts, Jay Pontius, Del Swanson, and
Miki Zulewski.
As you can see, there‘s something for ev—
erybody at the Center. We look forward to see—
ing you there!
s
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Memphis Bowling Beat
by Tony Matics
———

Well, summer‘s over, and bowling has
started. We‘vehad a lot of activities since our
last report, so let‘s get you high rollers of the
heavy balls up to date:

Moonlight Madness Rolls ‘Em Over
We had a great turn—out for our second bowl—
ing event in the dark. (This could be scary in
some places!) Forty bowlers showed up for this
fun—filled event which featured a "no tap" bowl—
ing tournament (if you get nine pins on the first
ball, it counts as a strike). Prior to the tourna—
ment, the Brothers—n—Sisters Bowling League
held a organization meeting and signed up a lot
of new teams for this year. The results of the
tournament are as follows:
Hi—Game
Pete D.
232
Jerry V.
232
Tony M.
227
Hi Series
Pete D.
660
Ron S.
627
Warren K.
588
Also during the evening several "strike pot"
raffles were held. It was too bad that no one
won any significant money trying to bow! those
two strikes in a row, but we had fun kibitzing
those who tried. This tournament was one of
many fundraisers planned this year for the
— S.P.I.T. Committee, and we raised about $250.
At the endof the evening a raffle was held for a
free entry in the March 18—20, 1994 tournament,
and the lucky individual now saves a $75 entry
fee.
The benefit variety show for the S.P.I.T.
Committee was held at Chaps on Sept. 4.
While there were not many in the crowd (most
people were looking for flashlights in their
jockeys!), those who attended saw a great
show! Our special thanks to those who per—
formed, but most especially to B.J. Hefner
for the magnificent Master of Ceremonies

«job. Those who witnessed this carnage of —
1+906—7451556
—
the stage saw wonderful performances from
$2.99/MINUTE
well—rehearsed regular performers, and
those who just wanted to have fun. My spe—
PATRONIZE GAY EUSINESS » APE SAN RAFAEL CA o 18+YEARS
cial thanks to all the performers for volun—
teering their time, and special talents: Miss benefit the S.P.LT
Raven, Miss Stacy, Misty Mcintyre, Julia Committee, see a
Childs (and her gorgeous waiters), Debbie committee mem—
and Rod, the Alliance "Dream Sluts" ber or come out to
(Chuck, Dutch, and Scott), Billy Ray Cyrus — Park Lanes on
(a.k.a. Warren K.), and those wonderful Friday Nights and
111 S. HIGHLAND
"singing nuns" (including Lady A. herself ask us about it.
POPLAR PLAZA
— beard and all!). We raised about $400 for Here‘s
your
the evening, and thank all who attended.
chance for some
quick cash!
League Bowlers Finally Start Bowling!
Well,
next
After several months of planning, and a month we should
lot of arm—twisting, our first night of league begin to see the
bowling finally came upon us on Sept. 10. trend for teams
We are proud to report that we secured 15 making a run at
full teams to begin this season. We have a "number one."
lot of people who returned from last year, Stay tuned for the
some people from several years ago, and we adventure, and
even have some "bowling virgins" this year. until then, re—
We have a lot of fun activities planned member it‘s not
throughout the year, and encourage anyone the score that
who is interested to come out and bowl. We counts, but how
can always use a substitute anc even some you score it.
vocal cheerleaders (uniforms not manda—
tory!) It‘s early in the season, but at least
High Team Series
Bowling League
two teams made it a perfect 4—0 start (just
Pipeline Awesome 4 2315
Standings for Week #1
what is a Nargas Duke?).
Team 14
2285
(Through Sept. 10, 1993)
For those of you who like to take some
Nargas Dukes
2281
chances with raffles, the S.P.I.T. Commit—
TeamsSeries
tee has a raffle for you—The Mega—Bucks Team Rankings Wins/Losses
Hi Men Rankings (Scratch)
1st — Nargas Dukes 4/0
2281
Raffle. Here‘s your chance to win up to
_ Game
Series
4/0
2269
$850! Each ticket is $5 for a drawing of 2nd — Nice Balls
1st — Buddy C. 214
Fred A.. 581
three separate cash prizes: 1st prize $500, 3rd— Pipeline
2nd — Rick H. 207
Buddy C. 565
Awesome 4
3/1
2315
2nd prize $250, 3rd prize $100. The draw—
3rd — Fred A. 205
Bobby R. 532
ing will be held the night of the tournament
Hi Team Game
banquet (March 20, 1994) and you need not
Hi Women Rankings (Scratch)
1st
—
Pipeline
Awesome
4
823
be present to win! If you‘re lucky ticket is
Game
Series
820
drawn, it will go back into the drum for the 2nd — Team 14
1st — Pam R. 182
Linda E. 476
3rd — King Pins
792
next drawing, so one ticket could win it all!
2nd — Linda E. 168
Pam R. 453
Nargas
Dukes
2281
If you want more info on this great raffle to
3rd — Paula H. 143
Paula H. 400

SILK
& FRESH
FLOWERS
[W

Sweetest Day
Sunday, Oct. 17
A day to remember those who have been kind or helpful
throughouttheyear. anidealopportunityto rememberanyspecial
individual. SweetestDayisdirectedtowardfriends, notjustloves.

Call today and order a beautiful Fresh Flower
Arrangement, Candy Basketor Balloon Bouquetto send
tothat bestfriend you couldn‘tdowithoutall yearthrough.
324—6873 —

Brothers—n—Sisters

imq-r—aw-r. ewon anne dr a arcan on

Dabbles

AIDS Healing Service To
Be Held October 17
cal merchants.
All proceeds will A city—wide service of
benefit
"LovingArms."
"LovingArms"
is a which
localnon—has
profit
volunteer
group
been
nationally
recognized
forits
loving
touch
with
high
risk
new—
borns,
infantsandchildren.
"Lov—
ingeducation
Arms"andprovides
love,tohope,
assistance
high
riskfamiliesbothinandoutofthe
hospital.
The performancewillbe atthe
ComedyZoneonOvertonSquare,
Sunday,
7 atbe8purchased
pm. Ticketsat
arethe doororin
$20 andNov.mayadvance
at Dabbles
HairCompany,
19N.Cooper.For
more
information,
call(901)725—
0521.
Come
join
Dabbles Hair
CompanyforA
WorldofPassion.
It‘syou anwon‘t
eveningforget,of entertainment
and a great:
cause!

Presents

4th Annual

World of Passion

Every year, the stylists and staff
at Dabbles Hair Company stage a
live benefit performance and do—
nate the proceeds to a worthy
cause. The annual event is called
A World of Passion, an evening
that can only be described as fur
performance art. Produced and
presented by Dabbles Hair Com—
pany, with tremendous volunteer
support from local artists and per—
formers, A World of Passion has
become known for raising money,
awareness, and eyebrows. The cast
is given free reign over a varied
program of live theater, fashion,
music, and dance; and features
well—known local personalities.
This year‘s World of Passion 1e—
volves around the theme, Time
Heals All.

It will be highlighted

by an auction of artworks, prod—
ucts, and services donated by lo—

prayer?
and healing in a time ofAIDS will
be held on Sunday, October 17 at
6:00 PM at Calvary Episcopal
Church, 102 North Second Street.
The service is an ecumenical one
with clergy from many different
denominations participating in the
laying on of hands for healing. It
offers those with HIV and AIDS
and those who minister with them
an opportunity for spiritual heal—
ing in a safe, loving environment.
The Reverend Dr. Alfred D. Hill,
pastor of Pilgrim Rest Baptist
Church, will give the sermon.
Those attending will enjoy special
musical appearances by Naomi
Moody and the St. Augustine
Church Choir, and Jessica
Sehested will perform a "liturgi—
cal dance." There will be a recep—
—
tion following the service.

As a special tribute to those with
HIV and AIDS, a fabric sculpture
will hang in the church nave dur—
ing the service. The sculpture was
designed and made by hand by
Calvary parishioner David
Johnson.
The service is sponsored by the
AIDS Ministry Committee at Cal—
vary and is held each year in con—

Chorus Taps New Director,

Begins Rehearsals for Season
Unlike many of the Gay and
The Memphis Lambda Men‘s
Lesbian
choruses in the country,
Chorus has begun rehearsals for its
1993—94 season. Formerly directed the Memphis chorus does not con—
by Don Griesheimer, the group is centrate exclusively on "pop" rep—
now led by Integrity member John ertoire, but sings literature from all
Palmer (Associate Parish Musi— genres of choral music. Noaudi—
clan of Calvary Episcopal tion is necessary to become a
member, just a love for singing.
Church). —
The chorus rehearses Tuesday
The group is already reviewing —
previously performed music as evenings from 7:30—9:30 in the au—
well as learning new works. Con— ditorium of Calvary Episcopal
certs this fall include a folk—song Church. On the third Tuesday of
presentation in October and a each month, rehearsals are held on
Christmas music concert in De— Monday night before the monthly
Integrity meeting.
cember.
Stations of the
Cross Set for

I-NzCOSTUME ALL WEEKEND
GETS FIRST DRINK FREE THEN
1/2 PRICE ON DOMESTICS AND SET—UPS
ANYONE

junction with a national day of
prayer in the Episcopal Church for
people with HIV and AIDS. The
committee includes representa—
tives of First Congregational
Church, Holy Trinity Community
Church, Prescott Memorial Bap—
tist Church, Integrity, Catholic
Charities, Inc., and The Cathedral
of the Immaculate Conception.
The committee also sponsors a
monthly healing service on the
third Tuesday of each month in the
Calvary chapel.

PLWAs, Caregivers
Beginning Fri., Oct. 1, and con—
tinuing on the first Friday of every
month, the Stations of the Cross
will be prayed at St. Therese the
Little Flower Church for people
who are HIV positive or living
with AIDS and their loved ones
and supporters.
The Stations for this particular
intention were developed by a
Franciscan. They have been de—
scribed as a moving prayer based
on the ancient practice of the
church of reliving the events of the
Paschal Mystery.

All are welcome. For more in—
formation, call St. Therese Church,
1644 Jackson Ave., Memphis,
276—1412.
BGALAMeets at
Memphis State
BGALA (Students Bisexual,
Gay and Lesbian Awareness), the
Memphis State awareness organi—
zation is meeting on Thursdays at
7:00 pm on the third floor of the
University Center.
The group is open to all MSU
students, faculty, staff, and guests.
About 40 people have been at—
tending the meeting acccording to
Karista Pelts, president of
BGALA.

SUSAN MACKENZIE

§ATUR§AY AT MIQNIGHT

Attorney At Law

Suite 2518
100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
—901—526—0809

twell

Video

1275

&

Getwell

Bookmar

Road

Memphis, TN
454—7765

Your Oideo

Headquarfers

2000 (n Stock to Choose from
Aloays an In—Store Bargain
Private Oideo Oiewmingq Booths
reviews Anqgtime —only $4.0

ome Check Oat Our T—Shirts
Cox—Socks
Dare to Wear Undermsear
Novelties, Cards, Games,
Magazines, Oideos — Novels —
Leather Goods and
CONOORIS GALORE!

Our Courteous Clerks, Betty, Gack, Mark, Marc, and Bob are
willing to help you in your purchasing needs!
Getwells Manager, Dave, willgladly special order merchandise.
w um
garcw

Visa and MasterCard Accepted
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Lesbian Couple Describes Family
By Janet Kerlin

(901) 276—0282

Books & More for Women & Their Friends
October Is Breast Cancer Awareness Month
Tuesday, October 5

First Tuesday In Cooper—Young e 5—8 p.m.
Wednesday, October 6

Marilou Awiakta Reading & Signing
Burke‘s Bookstore, 1719 Poplar Ave. « 6—8 p.m.
Sunday, October 10

Women Writers‘ Group e 6 p.m. |
Saturday, October 16—Sunday, October 17
:
Wellsprings Festival
Join other women drumming, dancing & dreaming!
Call us for details!
Tuesday, October 19

Dennis Ciscel Reading & Signing
Author of Tiny Stories and Parting The Air
Christian Brothers University,
Spain Auditorium/Buckman Building » 11 a.m.
§
MGLCC, 1486 Madison » 7 p.m.
Saturday, October 23

Sistahs Meeting » 6:30 p.m. » Call for information
Saturday, October 24
Marilou Awiakta Reading & Signing at Meristem» 3—5 p.m.
Author of Selu, Seeking The Com Mother‘s Wisdom
Join us as we celebrate the publication of this wonderful book
on the wisdom of the Cherokee grandmothers!
Tuesday, October 16

Women Celebrating Themselves » 5:30 p.m.
Planning meeting to discuss activities for
Women‘s History Month — All interested women welcomu

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —
Katie has two mommies. The 5—
year—old calls one "Mommy," and
the other "Momma."
>
Dr. Susan Love and Dr. Helen
Cooksey told their story one day
after the state‘s highest court ruled
that Cooksey could adopt — and
share parentalrights to — the child
that Love conceived by artificial
insemination.
The Massachusetts Supreme
Judicial Court ruled 4—3 that state
law allows a Lesbian woman to
adopt her partner‘s biological
child, without the mother giving
up her parental status.
Love, a nationally known breast
cancer expert, and Cooksey, also
a doctor and surgeon, said they
began to seek legal rights as adop—
tive parents after they were
stopped in a Southern state on their
way to Mexico.
"They asked if we could prove
with a notarized document that we
had the father‘s permission for the
child to leave the country,"
Cooksey said.
"I‘m delighted that I now have
legal rights," Cooksey said.
They described Katie as a well—
adjusted girl who wants to be a bal—
lerina and prefers dresses to pants.
"Helen and I planned together

Please

he

to have her. Helen was the first to
hold Katie in the delivery room,"
said Love, who was artificially in—
seminated by Cooksey‘s biologi—
cal cousin.
The child knows that Cooksey‘s
cousin is her father, and his rela—
tionship to Katie is like that of an
uncle whom she sees during holi—
days, Love said.
"My daughter has a father: all
children have fathers. It‘s a matter
of biology," Love said.
"She knows that some fathers
live somewhere else, which is true
of a lot of heterosexual families,"
Love said.
Katie calls Love, her birth
mother, "Mommy" and Cooksey
"Momma."
"She came up with that when
she started to talk," Love said.
Cooksey stays at home as
Katie‘s full—time caregiver. The
couple now lives in California.
As for male role models, Love
said her brother and brothers—in—
law are very active in Katie‘s life.
They also said they would not
encourage Katie to follow their
style of sexuality.
"We will not influence her and
I hope she finds a life partner that
will make her happy," Love said.
As Katie grows to adolescence,
she may be unhappy being the

said, but she said that all children
eventually find fault with their par—
ents for being too old or too fat or
thin.
Prejudice from others is some—
thing that the family will have to
deal with, Love said.
For now, the couple said that
_
Katie enjoys the support of her ex—
tended family, neighbors, church,
and school.
"In kindergarten, she is the envy
of her class. Most kids at her age
like the idea of having two
mommies," Love said.
Love, Cooksey and their attor—
ney, Katherine Triantafillou said
they were thrilled by the court‘s
ruling, which means that other Gay
couples in that state can proceed
with co—parent adoptions.
«"Clearly, the time has come to
acknowledge that many, if not
most, of us do not live in so—called
traditional families, and the court‘s
opinion courageously reflects that
reality," Triantafillou said.
&
They
also
voiced
compassion
—
for Sharon Bottoms, a Virginia
Lesbian who lost custody of her
2—year—old son.
"We want her to know that she
is not alone. We support her in her
struggle ‘against bigotry," —
Triantafillou said.

_chi1d of a Lesbian couple, vae
»

seated.

When one acts upon faith, in God‘s will, some pretty amazing things can happen. For instance, we
consider it a miracle when we recount how a handful of people have grown into a united congregation
in excess of200 within two years. And, that this diverse group comes from a community thatis too often
divided amongst itselfis amazing indeed. It‘sless amazing, however, thatweoften seem to run outofroom.
With this much growth, space can be a luxury. Especially in the pews.
To accommodate all people who seek to worship, a new 9:00 A.M. Sunday Morning service will be added
to our schedule beginning September 12. Our 11:00 A.M. and 7:00 P.M. Sunday Worship services will
‘remain. Count your many blessings this Sunday, twice in the morning, and once in the evening.
As usual, you will be able to stand with each prayer and hymn. But, now, you‘ll be able to sit afterwards.

\t
HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH
2323 MONROE AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104
901/726—9443

WORSHIP SERVICES:
SUNDAYS 9:00 A.M., 11:00 A.M. & 7:00 P.M.
WEDNESDAY BIBLE STUDY: 7:00 P.M.
PASTOR — REV. ETHAN PRUETT
_
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ACT—UP Reputation Leads to Dispute Over Fliers, Fear of Tactics

not that they didn‘t have the right to
go before the Council and speak as
members refused and "essentially said individual citizens, but they did not
Sometimes reputation is every—
not only ‘No," but ‘Hell no, and if you have the right to say that they were
thing.
want to go to court, have at it"" be— there [as representatives] for FFL and
Just ask members of the Memphis
fore asking him to leave. At the meet— — FFL was in agreement with what they
organizations ACT—UP and Friends
ing, Cook and FFL board member were saying. We have no political af—
for Life— HIV Resources (FFL). A
Paul Kelly said ACT—UP members filiation whatsoever. It doesn‘t mat—
recent dispute over the distribution of
questioned Cook‘s integrity and lead— ter if it‘s ACT—UP or the Young
fliers shows Friends For Life guard—
Democrats. I think they had a little
ership.
ing its reputation as a nonpolitical
On August 16, after consultations difficulty understanding that they
AIDS service organization against the
with some of the FFL staff and the were not being singled out. We have
image ACT—UP carries as an AIDS
organization‘s attorney, Cook said he nothing to do with any [political ac—
direct action organization known na—
took a straw poll of six FFL board tion group]."
tionally for disruptive lobbying tac— —
"They [ACT—UP members] are
_ members and they agreed that FFL
tics.
should seek an injunction against very young, very idealistic, very an—
On August 17, leaders of Friends
ACT—UP halting the appearance of gry people; and our posture was that
for Life appeared before the Memphis
any more literature using FFL‘s name. we‘re adults negotiating with a body
City Council with other nonprofit or—
Friends for Life Executive Director that has a good chance of giving us a
ganizations to seek a share of federal
Mike Coleman said that given the lot of money to help people with
block grant funding. The Saturday
short amount of time in which he had AIDS. We didn‘t feel that that kind
before the Council meeting, the re—
to act, Cook contacted as many mem— of sophomoric demonstration was
cently organized Memphis chapter of)
bers of FFL‘s executive committee as going to endear the members of the
ACT—UP distributed fliers which in—
he could for their views on the mat— City Council to Friends for Life,"
cluded statistics from FFL and which
ter. The executive committee is em— Cook said, noting that there were
called for ACT—UP (AIDS Coalition
powered to act on behalf of the entire more than 100 agencies the Council
To Unleash Power) members to at—
chose not to fund.
board in such situations.
tend the Council meeting in support
Nelson Anderson, spokesperson
"We are a service organization.
of FFL‘s funding. From there ac—
We do not want to get into the poli— for ACT—UP, said, "(FFL) was just
counts of the dispute which arose dif—
tics of it," said Cook in explaining the afraid of their own misinformation.
fer.
rationale behind the lawsuit. "We are They believed the City Council
Allen Cook, president of the board
dealing with a lot of issues in dealing thought of ACT—UP like the Ku Klux
of directors of FFL, said when the fli—
with the City Council—namely ho— Klan. We‘re not a group that‘s going
ers went up calling for an ACT—UP
mophobia and the misunderstanding to do any harm to an organization
action at the City Council meeting and
by a lot of the City Council that this that‘s fighting for the same reason
carrying the name of Friends for Life,
is a Gay disease. What we felt ACT— we‘re fighting for." ACT—UP in no
people began to draw the inference
UP was bringing to the mix with way indicated they would take disrup—
that ACT—UP and FFL wereassoci—
their—in our opinion—outrageous tive action at the City Council meet—
ated—either FFL had asked ACT—UP
behavior (and we had nothing to base ing, he said. "We said we were going
to stage an actionon FFL‘s behalf or
that on except the national ACT—UP) to go and be clear and direct and make
ACT—UP had FFL‘s sanction to act.
was going to blow it for us. We felt sure the City Council understands
Neither inference was true, Cook said.
threatened and we reacted—rightly or what we‘re trying to say about the
"Friends for Life is not a political or—
© need for funding and the lack offund—
wrongly."
ganization. We view ACT—UP as a
Coleman said he received phone ing and the gross ignorance among
very political organization with an
calls from almost every member of city officials, some businesses and
agenda that doesn‘t quite mesh with
the FFL staff upset about the use of people."
ours. Our styles are very different."
Anderson was critical of FFL‘s
the agency‘s name on ACT—UP‘s fli—
Cook said the fliers carried some
ers. "We were hearing that they were Cook for threatening an ACT—UP
AIDS data which ACT—UP had got—
planning some of the tactics that have member with a lawsuit over the fliers
ten from FFL but misinterpreted. So
been utilized at the national level and and for being disruptive himself at
Cook appeared at an August 15 ACT—
~my concern was that those tactics ACT—UP‘s August 15 meeting by re—
UP meeting to ask that the fliers that
would backfire on us here in Mem— fusing to follow the group‘s proce—
were up be taken down and no more
phis," said Coleman. "The issue was dures for addressing the gathering.
fliers with FFL‘s name on them be
by Paula Womack

put up.
According to Cook, ACT UP

Dy——
'—'-~ +

03,00 %

"We are a group of energetic, dedi—
cated individuals who are tired of the
proach "unprofessional."
AIDSphobia in Memphis," said
ACT—UP members felt that Cook‘s
Anderson. "We‘re not doing anything
wrong. We‘re doing the same thing
personal feelings about ACT—UP
Memphis prompted him to push FFL
all these other AIDS organizations are
to act against ACT—UP to the extent
doing, only our tactics are a little dif—
to which it did. "Allen Cook took
ferent. Here we‘re not wild like they
things way out of proportion and took . think we are just because some ACT—
steps before steps even needed to be
UP‘s are radical."
—
taken," Anderson stated, disputing
Anderson estimated that 40 per—
Cook‘s claim of consulting with
cent of ACT—UP chapters across the
Friends for Life board members prior
nation are not radical: "They‘re clear
to his actions: "(The injunction) was
and direct and they get their point
not a board thing. It was not a Friends
across and they accomplish the goals
for Life thing. It was an Allen Cook
they set out to accomplish." The other
issue. I find Allen Cook‘s role in all — 60 percent use tactics like demonstrat—
of this an interference to distract
ing in front of government buildings,
Friends for Life from focusing on
sending mass lobbying letters or hold—
what ACT—UP is trying to do for the
ing "die—ins" in public places to rep—
community."
resent the numbers of people dying
Anderson said ACT—UP told Cook
of AIDS each minute—all of which
at the August 15 meeting that there
are legal actions, he said.
were too many fliers up all over the
In addition to speaking on behalf
city for them to take them all down
of FFL at the City Council, the Mem—
before the City Council meeting, as
phis ACT—UP chapter has written let—
Cook told them they must do or face
ters to the editor and to local officials
a lawsuit. After he left the meeting,
urging increased funding for AIDS
they drafted and had notarized a let—
research and has targeted the "racist,
ter to FFL stating that they would no
sexist and homophobic" cartoons of
longer use FFL‘s name in their litera—
The Commercial Appeal‘s editorial
ture.
E
artist, Michael Ramirez, with a phone—
According to Anderson, ACT—UP,
in to the newspaper. They are form—
formed in Memphis about two months
ing a task force to do outreach to
ago, is a community—based, direct ac—
schools and youth events to teach
tion, non—violent, non—partisan coali—
about safe sex and other ways to help
tion dedicated to ending the AIDS
prevent HIV and AIDS. They are
crisis. The national organization was
working to raise funds for legal de—
founded in the mid—1980s by activist.
fense of people with AIDS and for all
Larry Kramer, a New York author and
organizations in the city assisting
people with AIDS.
playwright, to end AIDS by targeting
. They are trying to get the city gov—
the government, media and medical
ernment to designate an AIDS liaison
establishments to stop wasting time
and start saving lives."
continued on page 28
Mitchell Herrington, another ACT—

UP spokesperson, termed Cook‘s ap—
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« PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL
« FREE ESTIMATES.
—* FULLY INSURED AND LICENSED :~
« MOST COMPETITIVE RATES

Gil Gilbreath
P.O. Box 1058
Forrest City, AR 72335
(501) 633—0554

NOTICE:

Deadline for November TJN
October 15
Publication Date: October 29
Mail or Fax News Releases, letters
calendar items, or contributions to:
Triangle Journal News
‘P.O. Box 11485 + Memphis, TN 38111—0485
Phone (901) 4541411 FAX: (901) 367—2397———
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Judge Grants Lesbian Adoption
Torie Osborn Quits NGLTF

FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) —
In a landmark court decision, a
Tarrant County family law judge
has permitted a Lesbian to adopt her
live—in companion‘s biological
daughter.
The 2—year—old, conceived by ar—
tificial insemination, now legally
has two mothers. The two Fort
Worth women have shared a home
for the past decade.
"This a landmark case. It‘s as far

as we know the first one in the en—
tire South," Austin attorney
Suzanne Bryant, co—chairwoman of
the National Lesbian and Gay Law
Association, said of the ruling.
"I‘m thrilled to hear that Texas
is finally coming out of the Dark
Ages," she said.
The Fort Worth couple filed the

Security benefits through either. If

adoption petition so the girl legally
can inherit from both partners and
receive health insurance and Social

Records in the Tarrant County

her biological mother dies, the girl‘s
adoptive mother may assume re—
sponsibility without legal hassles.
The Fort Worth parents, a day—
care center employee and an aero—
space worker, asked that their
names not be disclosed because
they fear negative reaction.
case are sealed, including the name
of the judge. The adoption was dis—.
closed in the current issue of The
Alliance News, a monthly publica—
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"THE WAY TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS TODAY"
LOSE WEIGHT
STOP SMOKING
CONTROL PAIN
IMPROVE SALES
IMPROVE MEMORY
ELIMINATE FEARS
PLUS MUCH MORE

tion of the Tarrant County Lesbian—
Gay Alliance.

attended social gatherings in Dal—
las for Gay and Lesbian parents.
Since 1985 when a Lesbian in
about 100 homosexuals have gained
parental rights through the courts in
what is called a co—parent, second—
parent or same—gender adoption, ac—
cording to San Francisco‘s National
Center for Lesbian Rights.
In Dallas, at least 10 Lesbian
couples are raising children con—
ceived by one of the partners via
artificial insemination, said Carolyn
Dunbar, a Dallas psychotherapist.

DR. JOHN & SUSAN JEFFERS
HYPNOTISTS — SESSIONS BYAPPOINTMENT ONLY

Dunbar, a Lesbian who gave
birth to a daughter two years ago,
leads workshops and

OH MY GOD!

THEY’RE ON VIDEO!

support

groups for homosexuals bringing up
children and trying to get pregnant
or adopt. Some Lesbians use sperm
banks or donors. Others go through
traditional adoption agencies.
"I tell them which agencies will
work with you and which will kick
you out," the psychotherapist said.

Emilio Estevez and SamuelJackaon
are Colt and Luger, two dangerously over—the—edge detectives
in this riotous, crime—busting comedyrompteaiuﬂngsurpnsecameoshummsupﬂswsthanyou
can shake a .357 magnum at!
ctmmu-Pmm-lmumw ©1993
New Line Home Video. All

Fon.
6 ome

Séllé:IS Now Available
$94.98
VIDEO
1411POPLAR AVE. $% 272—7827

Torie Osborn was hired as the group‘s executive director in March.
But she said the job hasn‘t been what she expected and she will
leave Nov. 11.
"It just isn‘t working," she said. "This job requires internal
management in far greater measure than I am prepared to give at this
time."
The Washington—based task force is one of the nation‘s leading

organizations, with a national membership of 32,000.
Osborn is former director of the Los Angeles Gay and Lesbian

Gay

Community Services Center.

She says that she plans to stay in Washington and would like to
devote more time to writing, lecturing and consulting.

The biological mother said she,
her partner and their daughter have

Alaska adopted her partner‘s child,

JEFFERS & ASSOCIATES
HYPNOSIS CENTER
206 SOUTH SECOND ST.
WEST MEMPHIS, ARKANSAS 72301
(501) 735—6271

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Frustrated by administrative demands,
the head of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force is resigning.

Brokerage Firm‘s Database
Tracks Policies on Gays
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —
People who want to invest only in
companies with tolerant attitudes to—
ward Gay and Lesbian employees
now have a little help.
Progressive Asset Management, a
company specializing in socially re—
sponsible investing, has produced a
database on 250 publicly traded com—
panies and their policies toward Gays
and Lesbians.
The company gave a preview of
the database last monthand released
a partial list of companies rated as
"progressive" and "regressive."
The database evaluates whether
each company has five features: a
written non—discrimination policy;
benefits for domestic partners; diver—
sity training; organization and recog—
nition of Gay and Lesbian employee
groups; and support to employees
with the HIV.
The information came from re—
sponses to surveys, interviews with

employees and news stories, said
Howard Tharsing, a Progressive As—
set Management account executive
who developed the database.
Firms on the "progressive" list in—
cluded Apple Computer Inc., Borland
International Inc. and Wells Fargo &
Co. The "regressive" companies in—
cluded Delta Airlines and Target
Stores — which challenged the list—
ing.
A spokeswoman for Dayton
Hudson Corp., which owns Target,
said the company‘s diversity stan—
dards include sexual orientation and
that the company regularly funds pro—
grams for Gays, Lesbians and bisexu—
als. She said the company never
received a survey from Asset Target
Management.
Tharsing said the partial list re—
leased Wednesday was not intended
as a best—or—worst ranking of firms but
to show the variety of corporate
policies.

mempnis uay ana Lesvian Community Center
1486 Madison Ave Memphis TN 38104, 726—5790 Mailing Address: P.O. Box 41074, Memphis, TN 38174
LAVENDER UNIVERSITY COURSE LIST
Buying Your First House: Sat. Oct. 16, 10:30 am—3 pm
Instructor: Russell Armstrong 525—3044
Coming Out to Parents, and Other Problems: Tues. Oct. 26, 7—9 pm
Instructor: Arnold Drake, MD 761—1444

A Therapeutic Ritual. Theme: Being Your Own Best Friend: Mon. Oct. 18, 7—9 pm
Instuctor: Susan Taranto 323—2078
The Myers—Briggs Personality Type: Weds. Oct. 6 & 13, 7—8:30 pm
Instructor: Susan Taranto 323—2078
Landscape Design: Tues. Oct. 5, Thurs. Oct. 7, Tues. Oct. 12, Thurs. Oct. 14, 7—9 pm
Instuctor: John Griffin 525—3044
Profiles in Courage: Homosexualsin History Call Instuctor for dates & times.
Instructor: Vincent Astor 320—9015
Meditation and Relaxation: Fri. Oct 1, 6—7:15 pm; Sun. Oct. 3, 8—9:15 pm
Instructor: Dr. Bob Hughes 682—0855 .
Healthy Relationships: Sat. Oct. 30, 12—1 pm
Instuctor: Rev. Beth Causey 278—9554
Cookin‘ Better Than Your Mama! 101: Thurs. Oct. 7, 7:30—9: 30 pm

— Instructor: Gienn Jones 388—2757
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Lavendar Earth:

Herbs and

Spice & Everything Nice
residence, you will likely be met by
one of the four charming women who
If you pride yourself as a discrimi— run the shop, Nan Lemons, Sue
nating gift buyer who takes great Bledsoe, Pat Crawford, or Laura
pride in selecting just the right item Bonds. There are three other partners
for a friend or loved one, then you owe in Lavendar Earth, who operate their
it to yourself to visit Lavendar Earth., farm and greenhouse in Mississippi.
It is very difficult to categorize this
852 S. Cooper in the Cooper Young
section of midtown. Featuring the shop. The merchandise is evenly di—
largest selection of fresh, potted herbs vided among Herb (dried), Gifts,
in midtown, the shop itself is a Fresh (& living) Herbs, and foliage
delighful cacphony of aromas, dis— plants. The unique and unusual are
played to show off the partners‘ ex— standard fare. A few minutes conver—
pertise in combining textures and © sation and you know these women
colors. upon entering the converted know their business. Although priced
By Gary Salles

Lavendar Earth at 852 S. Cooper meuh more than plants and herbs.

Lavendar Earth managing partners Nan Lemons, Pat Crawford, and
Sue Bledsoe

competitively, I would wager any
plant bought from here will outlast
anything you could find at one of
those roadside tent—cities. The rea—
son is deceptively simple: all Laven—
dar Earth plants are locally propagated
and grown and acclimated to the pe—
culiar conditions in Memphis.
Some of the other items featured
included medicinal and cooking
herbs, twenty different teas, aromatic
herbal oils and vinegar. Or perhaps
shampoos, massage oils, bubble baths
and other bath products are more your
cup.of tea (no pun intended). These
all natural gifts look great, smell won—
derful, and can be delivered. A par—
ticular favorite is the living

centerpiece. Imagine the look on your
guests‘ faces at your next Italian
dinner party if you invited them to
pick their own basil and oregano from
the centerpiece to complement the
meal to their taste.
All this and more awaits you at
Lavendar Earth. Also, with the cold
and flu season just around the corner,
be sure and drop by October 23, when
noted speaker Glinda Watts will con—
duct a seminar on how to enhance the
immune system to make it through
this fall and winter unscathed.
But, whatever your needs are, be
sure to visit Lavendar Earth and tell
everyone there you read about them
in the Triangle Journal News.

Company Says It
Goofed On Gay
Couple‘s ‘Married
Classification
UTICA, N.Y. (AP) — Metropoli—
tan Life Insurance says it will honor
the auto insurance policy of a Gay
couple that was mistakenly approved
under its "married" classification.
Richard Berstein, vice president
and general counsel with MetLife in
Providence, R.., said an error was
made by underwriters in the MetLife
Property and Casualty Office in Utica,
N.Y. when the married classification
was approved for a Gay couple in East
Providence.
The married classification pro—
vides a monthly discount to the policy
holder. In this case, both are men.
MetLife‘s decision not to approve any
more Gay couples has incensed some
Gay rights activists.
"These companies are openly
practicing bigotry and what‘s
worse, they are discriminating
against minorities to make them—
selves—richer," said Ronald Klofan—
stein, a Gay rights activist from
Westmoreland.
"Our discount based on marriage
is only available to people who are
lawfully married under state law,"
Berstein said.
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1349 Autumn Ave.,
Happy Hour Daily
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(901) 272—1634

BEER BUST

— 11 AM to 7 PM

OPEN

Tuesday

|

sday
11 AM to 3 AM Sunday thru Thur

Thursday

24 Hours Friday and Saturday

Sunday

5 PM — 9 PM
5 PM — 9 PM

Noon — 5 PM

Bartenders

nie Sue — Sam Grave
Nancy Stevens — Mattie Mae Sanchez + Ron

_
Cookout Every Sunday
4 PM till 7 PM
FREE
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"Your Car is Safe in Our Hands"
Memphis

€
S & R Body Works
2052 Clifton
Memphis, TN 38127
(901) 353—4604
Sandy George, Owner

Gay/Lesbian
Switchboard
Shaws. — Sin.
10fom Until
2018 Court » (901) 274—6602

Come play

with Sheba

NIKITA‘S BAR AND GRILL
2117 PEABODY AVE. « MEMPHIS, TN 38104

(901) 272—1700

Owner
Shirley Ward

d
Ceoper
552.5.
Exceptional Herbal Gifts,
Unusual Houseplants,
Potted Herbs, Cacti, Soaps, Vinegars, Essential Oils,
Annuals & Perrénials,
Dried Herbs, etc., etc..etc

728—GAYS
7:30 — 11:00
Nightly
Information,
Counseling,
Referral
A Service of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center
Space donated as a public service of
the Triangle Journal News.

M — F 10 — 6

(901) 272—7451
1655 Madison Avenue

Sat.

10 — 6

Memphis, TN 38104 —

Sun.

12 —6

Lederwerx
Jerry Moffit — Owner

Bee Ive
usical!!
A Rock and Roll Concert Revue!!!
726—4656
For Reservations.
Located
at
1705
Poplar
Ave.
Sound Equip. — Memphis Musicians Warehouse
amewwhimPonPonPmrfniitititntttaioaiiatsinintiatatat
f

September 23 — October 24
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~ J.L. Douglas — Owner
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Decadence Manor
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A public service of the Triangle Journal News

Victims of Desire Take J—Wags
By Rona T.
No matter how many people say
~ "I never go to the bars anymore" there
never seems to be a surplus of seats
at J—Wag‘s when the marquee outside
reads M A LE STRIPPER S.
Since no other clubs provide this form
of entertainment you can always be
sure of a good crowd whenever
Tommy Stewart brings a group in.
Last month wasno exception.
What was exceptional were the
cast members of Victims of Desire.
While not the self—absorbed, steroid—
enhanced beauties of Venice Beach,
these young men from Dayton, Ohio
exuded a down—home friendliness sel—
dom seen in a group of male strippers.
Nick, the manager, and the rest of the
guys spent the early part of the
evening shooting pool and getting to
know the crowd. Asked to describe
them, I would say good looking,
friendly, good looking, clean, good
looking, talented, good looking, and
hot!
As the show began and Derek
strutted across the stage in cop uni—
form, cuffs and night stick, then got
down to basics, I understood why he
won the Mr. Hot Buns contest in
Cleveland. When he began making
arrests in the crowd bringingthem to
the stage to submit, I suddenly under—
stood why this group was named Vic—
tims of Desire. Just ask Urban how it
feels to have both feet in the air with—
out touching the floor!
:
The youngest member of the
group, Sax, can best be described as
a sweetheart, with bulging basket and
body art. The punk look and attitude

Pipeline Caps End Of Summer

played well with sugar daddies and to look like the elephant man‘s trunk.
stud muffins alike, althoughhe could Some of what he did in collecting his
use work in the dance moves depart— well earned tips can‘t be printed, how—
ment. Likewise, Skylar from Detroit — ever I can tell you when I told him
had the body and the most contagious ~ that "as long as I have a face, he had a
smile you have ever seen, but his seat," he took me up on my offer LIT—
flash—like moves left little time for lin— ERALLY! I crawled away with a new
gering embraces or tips.
understanding of the song "Put on a
Finally, it‘s beena long time since Happy Face." Victims of Desire, in—
I‘ve seen anyone work a crowd like deed!
If you happen to see their name,
manager Nick Hart. At one point he
had to clean all the money out of his be sure to stop in for a fabulous show.
bikini briefs since he was beginning And tell ‘em Rona T! sent you. .

Victims of Desire cast and J—Wag‘s owner Tommy Stewart (dressed) at
center.
Photo © 1993 Phoenix Photography

With Underwear Party
By Gary Salles
Nothing succeeds like success, so
when a bar finds a party format that
works they are wise to continue when—
ever possible. Such is the case with
the tremendously successful Flash—
light/Underwear Party. After cover—
ing most interior surfaces in black
plastic, patrons are provided flash—
lights at the door to help find their way
in the subdued light. Since the high—
light of the evening will be a parade
. of brave and (hopefully) gorgeous
beefcake showing offtheir underwear
most take advantage of the opportu—
nity to drink and socialize in the nearly
nude. Since it‘s so dark, there‘s a cer—
tain excitement when the crowd is
provided a quick glimpse of a well
rounded derriere courtesy of the min—
iature spotlight provided at the door.
To keep the festivities going,
owner Dennis Kijowski provided in—
structions on how to eat Jello—Shoot—
ers without a spoon. At the witching
hour, all the men (as well as the
wanna—be‘s) gathered on the patio for
the judging, which was by audience
applause. The winner, Phil, walked
off with $60 and lots of phone num—
bers. Many in the audience were par—.

ticularly impressed with his friendly
style of politicking.
._ One look at the pictures from our
ever—horny photog Rona T! will con—
vince you these guys definitely put
their best assets forward. Rona claims
to have made the catch of the evening
with up—and—coming model Ric
Chamberlain. If you like your men
hot and your parties festive, the Pipe—
line is definitely the place to be!

Getting down at the Pipeline
Flashlight Party held Sept. 18
Photo © 1993 Phoenix Photography

Trinity Trounces Cruisers, All In Fun
The softball battle of the sexes was decided in favor of the women (this
time) when the Holy Trinity Women‘s Softball team beat the Cruisers 14—
10 on Oct. 12. The enthusiastic crowd totaled over 150 and saw the Cruis—
ers in their most heated competition this season. In a stunning example of
psychological manipulation, the men wore wigs and fake boobsfor one
inning. Another game is planned for the near future.

Whose Bar Am 1?

‘_
i
<
—

It was like a game of "Who
Owns the Bar?" last month at the
corner of Madisonand McNeil in
Mid—town Memphis and you
couldn‘t tell the bar owners with—
out a scorecard.
According to Walt Peters, a
former Mr. Southern Leather, he
had purchased Barbara‘s from Bar—
bara Pierce and was going to change
it into the "premiere Levi—leather
bar of the south."
5
Barbara‘s did indeed close on
Aug. 22 and remodeling began.
People began wondering about just
what the arrangement really was
when Pierce remained on site to
supervise the efforts— unusual,
some thought, for a former owner.
Peters then indicated that Pierce
was still a "minority partner."
As the opening date of The
Memphis Packing Company ap—
proached, the remodeling was
nearly complete. It opened a day
late on Aug. 28 to a generally fa—
vorable reception.
By the Friday of Labor Day
weekend somethinghad obviously
happened. Peters was locked out
and overnight the bar was renamed
The Construction Company.
According to Peters, Pierce had
illegally locked him out and the

MEMPHIS

1268 MADISON AVE. + 7251909

MEMPHIS

ONLY gaAY

24—HOUR
Walt Peters during construction of
the Memphis Packing Co., now The
Construction Site.
Photo © 1993 Phoenix Photography
copy of their contract had disap—
peared. He filed suit against her for
breach of contract and attempted to
close the bar down.
Pierce revealed that she is in fact
the sole owner of the bar and had
hired Peters to manage the bar in
an effort to change the bar‘s image
and to pump up the business.
She said she hired him with the
understanding that he would do the
remodeling himself. Apparently
much of the labor spent for remod—
eling was never paid for.
Peters was unavailable for com—
ment.

BAR

"NO TELLING WHAT WILL

HAPPEN

OR WHAT YOU WILL SEE"

SPECIAL

SHOW 1:45 A.M.

EVERY SATURDAY

NIGHT

TRIXIE AND HER W——s

SEE BARTENDER FOR

DA‘ILY SPECIALS

Seeki e Fa of God
and A New Liberating
Theology for Gay People
By GarySalles
createdus.
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yearsago.
Ah!
theseminary...
mains
anthere
issuewillfor thebe people
institutional
were
theanother
dayscolumn.
of innocence.
But
church,
who
that‘s
As
my
edu—
take
a partpeople
of it. cation in theology, scriptural inter—
Sad toissuesay,withmanymeofasthose
pretation,
and biblical
history con—
share
my
orientation
and
find
my
tinued,
I
began
tofeel
likesomeone
willingness
to remain
of the who is payingclose attention tothe
very institution
whicha part
oppresses
in a cross country race and
themanenigma.Tothosecriticsmy map
glances
up to see the frontrunner
responsecanonly
bethatIhaveab—
takeawrongturn.Thesinkingfeel—
solutefaithinthepoweroftheHoly ing worsens as most of the others
Spirit.within...
And I searchingfor
believe I servethe best
follow
theright.leader,
assuming
they
from
key
must
be
Only
about
ten
per—
toOthersmaychoose
open the doors from
the
inside.
centmaketheirownchoiceandfol—
tohoist the bat— low the right path. Where have we
teringramandbeatthedoorsdown,
heard
those numbers before? They
but
not
me.
With
the
grace
of
God,
mayultimatelywin,buttheracebe—
we‘ll meetlife.inside and share the cup comes much less enjoyable as a
ofeternal
group,oneinthespirit,becomesdi—
This
column
is
the
first
in
a
se—
vided
in their quest for a common
rieswhichwill
attempttodemystify
goal.
thescripturesfortheaveragereader. Religion is like thattoday.
Scripture
IS the word
word
is LOVE.
First,ofGod.
last andThatal— faceWeallultimatelyhopetoseethe
ofGod.roadButonifwedonot
share
ways.
There
isnothingin
eitherthe
the
same
the
journey,
our
Old
or
New
Testament
that
is
not
insecurities
begin
to
make
them—
based
on love. Whenever you hear selves known. Ultimately it is my
anyonestartasentencewith"Scrip—
hopeto makethisjourney
together,of
ture
says..."
and
then
doesnot
in—
bolstered
by
the
knowledge
clude the word "love in the inter— God‘slovingacceptanceofeachone
pretations,
ofus. No one on earth will ever be
offbase. that person is probably able
to use scripture as a weapon
This
column
will
attempt
to
fo—
againstyouagain.Andwecanshow
cus in on which
those many
troublesome
world what the loving empow—
passages
have been
used as the
erment
weapons against many — not just complish.of the Holy Spirit can ac—
Gays.Whenweunderstandthecon—
Wheredowebeginourjourney?
text
ofthe
statement
and
the
things
At
No. Howcanwe
that were going on at the time, we wantthebeginning?
to
go
somewhere
weto nave
knowa‘
nothing
about?
We
have
will
knowwhat
is
really
beingsaid.
clearunderstanding
aboutwhat
ourgo
Thatknowledgeispower.Truthcan
goal
is
before
we
can
begin
to
never
be
used
as
a
weapon,
but
a
there.toItmaytakeawhileandsowe
shield. It is the shielding power of have
plan fora few things.
God‘sunendingloveforus,hisGay
sons
and
daughters,whichwill
for—
Whatarewelookingfor?Accep—
tance from
God? Acceptance from
tifyandenableus
tocarrythismes—
sage
of
love
back
the
to
very
others?
Acceptanceofourselvesby
churches which deny it to us.
ourselves?
All ofthe
above?toOroth—do
we
simply
want
to
PROVE
Before
goingfurther,
let me and
tell ersthatweareaccepted?Ifyouhave
you
a
little
but
about
myself
towithstand
prove, I doubt
your
whatIhaveplannedforthiscolumn. something
motives
will
much
seru—
My
name is Gary Salles, a 42—year tiny.Ifyouhavesomethingtoshare
oldRomanCatholicwhohasalways
then
possessedaburningdesire togetto withmebecauseyouloveme,
I‘ll
listen...
otherwise,
save
your
knowGodonapersonallevel.This
breath.
desire
has
been
the
one
constant
in
Ifyou areyou‘ve
searching
fortheselfrightac—
aeverythingIcouldgetmyhandson
life of turmoil. As a child I read ceptance,
come
to
If God, who is all—knowing
about "who" God is and why He— place.
andall—powerful,acceptsyouasyou
She—It(makesnotdifferencetome) are—wartsandall—who areyou

tothingdoubtthat theremains
almighty?
The only
is to prove
that
God
loves
you
(and
me,
and
our
worstenemy).Andthatiswherethe
proper in.understanding of Scripture
comes
Forinstance,mostofyoushould
realize
that Jesus Christ was a Jew
whosoughttobringaboutanewre—
lationship
GodChristian
to God‘sethics
cho—
senpeople.with
All our
have
their roots
in Judaic
law. Didta—
you
know
there
were
no
sexual
boosregardinghomosexualactivity
forthefirst300yearsofJewishhis—
tory?Consentingsexwassimplynot
an issue until the Babylonian cap—
tivitywhenstrengthwastobefound
only
in numbers. To prevent being
totallyassimilatedintotheEgyptian
culture,pure.JewsCross—marriages
had to remain ethni—
cally
were
forbidden
and,
in
time,
what
began
as a matter
of statistical
took
on a moral
dimension.necessity
Earlier
violenceandinhospitality
tostrang—
erssexualconductwhosefinalgoalwas
were reinterpreted to outlaw all
notprocreation
the Jewish race.and continuationof
Inthecenturiesthatfollowed,the
Jews
their civil and re—
ligiousintertwined
laws into acomplexcodeof
behaviorChristhimselfwhenhesaved
which was challenged by
Jesus
thesinfulwomanfrombeingstoned
in the streets.loveTheofwell—known
un—is
conditional
Jesus
Christ
illustrated
best
when
Jesus,
chal—
lenging
the
one
who
is
withoutsin
to cast the first stone, finds
no one
willingtocondemnher.
Heturnsto
here
says (John
"...Neither
con—
demnandyou"
8, 11)do ITrue
enough,
he asks for a change inher
life,butheasksforthischangeAF—
TER
he hasofheras
shownaperson.
his loving ac—
ceptance
That difference
single incident
marks true
the
biggest
betweenthe
unconditional
ofGodandandphari—
that
practiced
by thelovescribes
sees of Ittoday‘s
institutional
churches.
seems
there
is church
some—
thing
about
the
institutional
whichwantstoputlayeruponlayer
ofrulesandregulationsbetweenme
and
God. Churches shouldIKNOW
lead us
toGod,notkeepusaway.
God accepts
and
love
me as I am,
forwho
I
am,
sins
andall.Afterall,
it says so in the scripture.
Untilnexttime,PeaceintheLov—
ingArms
ofGod!
—Yourbrotheron theJourney,
In Future Columns
1.
Old
Testament
ought tobeputto
rest. Taboos that
weneed churchesat all.
Why2. Why
notself—reliance?
3. An interview
with John
McNeil,former
Catholicpriest
and
authoroftakingA
Changeon
God,
and
sexual.The Church and the Homo—
4.AconversationwithAnglican
Bishop
John Spong, U.S. prelate
censuredforordainingopenlynon—
celibate Gay and Lesbianpriests.
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Coping with AIDS should not
be a financial burden...

,

Financial concerns can hinder your ability to cope
‘ with a personal crisis on your own terms.
Selling your life insurance policy can help reduce financial
stress
affairs. and allow you to regain control of your personal
We can help. Our counselors will assist you with
honesty and respect, while we offer some of the best
rates for your policy. You will feel comfortable with us.
Individual Benefits Inc.
(800) 800—3264 (2a ms)

Savage House Inn
Nashville‘s Only
Bread & Breakfast ,h
Nashville‘s Oldest Townhouse
Call (615) 254—1277
For Rates
Steve Newman
Floral Consultant
STEVE‘S
Parties * Weddings
AllOccasions
BestPrices
725—5704

682—1123

Swinging On The Fringe
and Grill (Peabody at Cooper) has
been officially added to the list in
the Resources section. Her
clientelé is mixed, as the Hut‘s is,
but she has room for games (pool,
darts and shuffleboard) and a chal—
lenger named Sheba who will take
on all comers at shuffleboard. She
too holds a cookout every Sunday.
Connubial Bliss Department Go find out for yourself.
At the annual Reelfoot week—
Where We Went
end, attended by many customers
— Department
from the Hut, Shirley Ward and
Thesurprise of the month was
Sandy George were married on the
banks of Reelfoot Lake at sunset. a benefit for ACT—UP legal de—
Bill Goodman performed the cer— fense held at WKRB on Sept. 19.
emony and the entire contingent We gotto take the stage as co—
© attended. There was no rice to be emcee with Wonderful Wanda
had for miles around so white Wilson, owner of the P&H Café
beans had to suffice for the thrown— (which so happens to be right next
starch—product—good—luck talis— door to WKRB). It was a delight.
man. Best wishes to all concerned. We enjoyed the show mightily;
It could only be Fancy both the entertainment and the au—
Goodman who would mistake a dience were much more of a cof—
— display of cypress knees for sale feehouse type than the usual ben—
as a dildo patch. It is not known efit entertainment or bar crowd.
how many were purchased,where Delta Rising told several very in—
they ended up or what. We must teresting adult and Gay/Lesbian
tales; S‘vivals plus U.B. provided
exercise some taste.
f
African—American dance, poetry:
and storytelling; and the MSU
The Queer Bar Shuffle
Dance Company contributed three
s
___.—
interpretive dance pieces. These
It would occupy more than this
were just the highlights but the
_ page to go into details. Suffice it
crowd was very appreciative and:
. to say that Barbara Pierce is oper—
a little over $300 was raised.
i ating abar called The Construc—
Thanks to those people we forgot
_! tion Site where she used to oper—
to acknowledge: Lee Hill—DJ,
i ate a bar called Barbara‘s. The de—
Betty Wray—bartender, Dennis
cor is much butcher than it used to
and Janet—staff. >
__ be but the hamburgers are just as
We also turned up at the SPIT
good. Talk to them about anything
benefit Labor Day weekend. We
— else.
While Shirley and Sandy were once again revirginated and per—
‘___ enjoying being officially hitched, formed with Sister Gladys Jeanne
Shirley decided to welcome offi— Bangswell and her All—Nun cho—
cially her many Gay and Lesbian rus but we didn‘t go on until very
patrons. Therefore Nikita‘s Bar late. Therefore we had the oppor—
We consider it a gift to have
been able to enjoy and appreciate
many things which are out of the
ordinary. It never ceases to amaze
moi what one can find in the most
unusual places. It makes being an
alternative sort of person much
more fun.

tunity to laugh for a long time at a
highly amusing very typical ben—
efit show. We were so busy laugh—
ing we didn‘t write down a thing
but we do remember three Alley
Ants types doing "Stop in the
Name of Love" with some very
obnoxious boas and Patti
O‘Furniture doing her Julia Child
number. We nearly got pelted in
the puss with a pigfoot, cour—
tesy of Miss Furniture. Raven
and Misty McIntyre helped
round out the program and if
we forgot you were there too,
well we enjoyed everybody.
Around $400 was raised. —
The MGLCC had a per— :
fectly mahvelous tea to offi—
cially inaugurate the space. One
was served at table and all the past—
ries were homemade (yes, Sybil;
there were cucumber sandwiches).
Table service was provided by new
friendsof the Center. Music was
provided by harpist Marian Shaffer
and violinist Charlie Friedman.
We provided the only hat present
(the invitation did say formal) and
much conversation resulting there—
from.

resentation from Tennessee in the month and John Palmer, associate
last several years at Miss Gay parish musician at Calvary Epis—
America. Part of the problem has copal, has taken the position. The
been finances. A fundraiser is be— rehearsals have moved downtown
ing held to help her represent ouah to Calvary and the chorus is gear—
fayah city and state at The Big One ing up for a fall concert on Oct. 23
and to send her off to Dallas in at the Overton Park Shell. John
says that he wanted to become in—
volved when the chorus was first
formed but his schedule did not
permit. "It‘s just fun doing it,
there are so many p0551b111-

style. It will take place on Oct. 12
at Reflections. We would encour—
age all the support possible as Hetti
has never been anything but sweet
to us offstage and quite talented on
stage. Mazel Tov!
We will have more updates for
y‘all next time.

Where You Can Go
— Department
Aside Department
Dennis Ciscel will read from his
We are pleased to welcome a
hopefully regular contributor to the poetry on Oct. 19. He has written
paper. Gary Salles has returned to song lyrics and poetry for over 40
Memphis and (for good or ill) _ years and it will be a real treat to
Rona T. evidently has returned hear a poet of such repute at the
also. Heaven knows there is plenty MGLCC.
The MGLCC will also hold a —
going on for more than one out— _
and—about reporter to cover. And rummage sale on Oct. 16 in the _
Star Search Video parking lot from
Rona loves to do pageants.
6 am (oddsfish!) until noon. It is
interesting who one may run into
Pageant Update
Congratualations to Hetti early in the morning and the
McDaniels who won the first Miss lazybones will miss all the best
Gay Tennessee pageant held in
Memphis in many years. Firstal—
ternate was Pebbles. We under—
stand that there has been little rep—

bargains.
The Lambda Men‘s Chorushas
a new director. Founding director
Don Griesheimer retired last
—A

ties," he stated.
There will undoubtedly be
many celebrations of
Hallowe‘en weekend. Check
the Pipeline ad (and others) for
descriptions. Do plan to attend
the HHH fundraiser for
Friends For Life which will be
held this year at the Cook Con—
vention Center. There is an ad for
that too, we only spoonfeed our—
selves (we want to keep hold of
the silver).
Nashvnlle Note
Dear__,
Babycakes.
The nice thing about being on
Social Security is that there is no
squabbling over the best
streetcorners.
It‘s wonderful to have the first
dish but better to have the last
laugh.
Oodles and oodles of
smooches.
Lady A. (for Absolutely.)

Final Round
Well, Miss Holiday, you have
officially attained middle age.
Congratulations and felicita—
tions.
We ourselves are not far behind.

Ta, ta.
Lady A.
A:

Try Someramc Dreegaant!

"Aad

|
45 Preats eacmyone sa nicelg!"
—Snow White *.
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Examples of How People With HIV Can
Make Financial

Plans

be a tomorrow. I believe there needs
to be some money set back for a dire
emergency, but without being crazy,
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — I indulge myself in the small things."
On the other hand, Lewis, a 33—
One week before Dean Blunt died of
AIDS, he remembered the day he was year—old business communications
professional in Kansas City who‘s still
diagnosed.
A doctor told him in May 1989 he healthy after being diagnosed as HIV—
was HIV—positive and had developed positive in September 1990, is con—
centrating on gathering information to
full—blown AIDS.
"I was having no symptoms, so it plan for his future.
"It‘s not planning for the end so
was a shock," Blunt said.
While he first dealt with the emo— much, it‘s minimizing expenses. You
tional crisis caused by an HIV or don‘t want to get yourself into a situ—
AIDS diagnosis, he stressed that fi— ation where you have a lot of debt,"
nancial planning should quickly fol— said Lewis, who didn‘t want his real
name used.
low.
Lewis did buy a house earlier this
"When I was diagnosed, I was in
year, partly because it was a lifelong
a relationship I‘d been in for 11
years," Blunt said. "We didn‘t have a goal and partly because "I wanted a
lot of savings, we had ourlittle house place that would be harder to kick me
out of if something does happen."
in Johnson County (Kan.)"
He said he‘s fortunate to have his
Blunt and his partner had been in—
vesting in antiques and hadn‘t made employer‘s support. The company he
many financial plans. But the situa— works for knows of his HIV diagno—
sis.
tion changed fairly quickly.
By Amanda Davis
Associated Press Writer

"I was not symptomatic at the time,
so my biggest concern was not
money," he said.
Blunt talked to a reporter about his
life with AIDS on Aug. 22. One week
later, he died. He was 40.
When Blunt began developing
AIDS symptoms, he also started wor—
rying about losing his middle—man—
agement job.
"Financially, my concerns were
what would happen if Hose my job;
what my family was going to do and
what was going to happen to my rela—
tionship?" he said.
In 1990, Blunt fell ill and was hos—
pitalized for the first time. Around the
same time, his company went bank—
rupt. He lost his job and, more im—
portantly, his health insurance.
By 1992, his partner of 11 years
wanted out.
"Financially, I was stupid. Because
we had been together the length of
time we had, I trusted him and put all
my assets into his name" to protect
them from any medical debts he might
incur, Blunt said.
"So when everything exploded in
May of 1992, I virtually got out with
the clothes on my back," he said. "No
court, no lawyer would touch it be—
cause of the nature of the relation—
ship."
Blunt, who survived strictly on
disability and social security pay—
ments since 1991, had refused to ask
his family for money and would sell
his life insurance policy only as a last
resort.
"I have lost everything else. I con—
sider that (policy) to be theirs. It‘s very
important to me and to my pride to be
able to leave those monies to them,"
he said.
In hindsight, would Blunt have
changed the way he handled his fi—

nances?
"I quite honestly don‘t think I
would. One thing AIDS has taught me
is the importance of living today," he
said. "I have no guarantee there will

TENNESSEE
"That‘s very fortunate, but the
downside is that I‘m trapped here. If
I leave, I will lose my insurance," he
said.
Since Lewis doesn‘t have AIDS
and may not develop the disease for
many years, he hasn‘t had to make
drastic changes in his financial deal—
ings.
"I‘m looking into investing in
mutual funds, but anything like that
will be done where I can access the
cash if I need it," he said. "I also have
a retirement program I can get money
out of if I need because I‘m building
a cushion" for the future, if he does
become ill.
Even though he has minimized
spending and debt, he also wants to
keep a good quality of life, Lewis said.
"I‘m willing to pay a little bit more
a month to buy a house instead of an
apartment. The main thing, I think, is
don‘t panic about it. You need to
make thoughtful decisions,"he said.
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Gay Phone Personals
Meet the boy next door in our local Tennessee

section. Or search the country for your type of
guy in one of our speciality categories of
"talking personals."

FRIENDSHH’ (non-damng)
MILITARY/UNIFORMS
pAs
YOUNG/UNDER
PHONE FRIENDS
INEXPERIENCED

BODYBUILDERS
RELATIONSHIPS:
BLACK GUYS
S/X—DRESS _.

SILK
FRESH
.OWERS

111 S. HIGHLAND
POPLAR PLAZA

BOSS‘S
WEEK
October11
thru
October16
Bswelooskwe/tnbodissa./ng—ne:Sr,o—Smqeuooimcnkeeotynooeuprwhoicaainsealaswnadtyoleseacrsaoynutn,ttocophnleetarosfebu.le,.tbhtuehtroeuo.gnhlt.yfwuholen,n
pyloouy‘eres;laaten efomrplwooyrekr.,Amforaesmtaenr,.sApuperevrissoorn,idniraeuctthoorr,iettyc.o;vienrotehme—r
(Ceramic container of basket of

.25/min.
1-900-454-3325 $1
Must be 18; Touch—tone Required; PEI, PO. Box 19149, Wash DC 20036

words...a big shot.
— Dish Gardens

maxedgreen plants.)

*+ European Gardens

(Basket of mixed green & blooming plants)
— 6", 8", 10", 12" Potted Green Plants
+ Boss‘s Day Mug Arrangements — $15.00 & up
— Boss‘s Day Mylar Balloons — $3.50 each
— Candy Baskets — Filled with Russell Stover Candies
— Fruit Baskets and Fruit & Candy Baskets
+ Goody Baskets — Filled with snacks & goodies
— Fresh Cut Floral Designs — Starting at just $20.00
* Roses (All Colors) Arranged in a Vase — $20.00 dz.
« Carnations Arranged in a Vase — $20.00 dz.
« Mixed Vase Arrangements of Spring Cuts — $25.00 & up

CALL TODAY: 324—6873

K. A. Moss, M.S.
"Dealing With Gay & Lesbian
Life Issues"

Midtown Counseling Center
1835 Union Ave., Suite 101
(901) 726—4586
Sliding Scale Fees

Gypsies, Tramps, and

...

ripe old 25 and I have never been kissed.
Well, all right, it‘s my birthday and I can lie
if I want to. Hey Miss A, since I‘m 25 and
you‘re 50 does that make you twice the
woman I am? I think not! The Warehouse
had a mud wrestling contest with a twist—
Drag style. I heard Mr. Ted Raper tore some
queens up. They now have 2 talent shows.
‘Past News —
Last month, we had Jeff Stryker in all One with Miss Bianca Paige and one with
his glory. If you missed him, he was at Racine Scott. Girls, that‘s a way to make
Odyssey & showed us all he had to offer. It you some duckies. Miss Del Rio and Miss
was nice but it didn‘t get, how do you say... Lataska Blair Scoit are working hard for you
very happy. You know. He was a very nice on Monday night. Connections has a talent
guy and not as short as I thought he was. show with Dana Alexander on Wednesday
The Chute had a PWA fundraiser last night—$100 to top place. They also have a
month with Flawless, Vannessa Del Rio and new cast member, Miss Danielle Hunter.
myself. The only catch is we did not have She placed in the top 12 at Miss Continen—
on a face. So she sangAmazing Grace and I tal this year but I think she will win next
did Friends in Low Places. Should have year. Miss Monica Monroe is our new
Queen.
been there. It was a blast.
5
Gossip and Such
Connections had its big grand opening.
Well, you didn‘t hear this from me but I
it was wonderful as I expected. The show
was to die for. Big stage, private dressing heard:
rooms & a great show cast. The show girls ~~ Nasty is no longer at the Warehouse. He
has been connected. You call him Ben, now.
stopped me dead in my tracks.
On the patio at Juanita‘s you can eat more
than food. Hey, Cubbie.
Show Girls
Miss Lori Lane is not having a good
Miss Stephanie Wells was ravishing.
Her clothes are very vogue. I would like to month. She needs a Bouncer and a new set
have just half of her clothes. It was nice to of tires.
Watch out for the pretty boys at the park.
see Miss Rita Ross back on the stage again.
We missed her. I thought I saw Miss Patsy The only thing you will get is a hard time
Cline, but it was Miss Ashley Cruz. Lovely and a set of handcuffs.
Stacia and Tim serve the best lunch at
girl with beautiful hair and it was real too.
Mr. Eddie Dee put together one of Connections. Does the word Maroon ring a

Hello Boys, Girls, Fags, and Freaks.
Did you miss me? I missed all of you, I
just had one of those months where every—
thing went crazy. But the Bitch is back and
better than ever. Solet‘s get started and I‘ll
tell you what you missed.

Nashville‘s best shows ever. On other vis—
its the show is still great. Their dancing diva
was Miss Mahogany. She was a very wild
child. Miss Reva Deva DeVaro was an
ebony princess, very elegant, and I loved
when she did the rapping grandmother. Last
but not least was Miss Hurricane Sum—
mers. Well now, boys and girls, that girl
tore the house down. When I hear Ain‘t No
Mountain High Enough, I want to flush my
toilet for some reason. As for Freedom I
have no need for pads, I‘ m not that real yet.
But her Tina Turner was far the best.
Tramps‘ Ball
The Chute had its famous Tramps‘ Ball.
You know that I was there. I sold my cher—
ries for a dollar. Now I ask you, where can
you buy a cherry from a tramp for a dollar...
other than at the Chute. The back room had
its ups and downs. You know Will is not so
tall when he is on his knees. Flawless, Dana
Alexander, and yours truly worked very
hard for those guys. Mr. Paul Lawson was
the man of the hour for making all this pos—
sible. We all thank you. As for the Tramp
of the Year, it goes to Mr. Weasley. She
will do her best to hold that title, I bet.
Bar Scene
The world famous Jungle is pumping
these days with Miss Taylor Scott and
friends. The crowd has changed—new faces
and new entertainment. We were sad to see
Mr. and Miss Childers leave. Hope to hear
from you soon. Stop by and have a cocktail
with Richard, Gary, or Happy. Miss Rich—
ard had a wonderful birthday party; we par—
tied our web off. As for me I have turned a
«

bell?
Booth #5 is lonely without Miss Bunch
but she is married now with house and chil—
dren.
f
Miss Barbara DeAnglo is still here. Is
she leaving, or not? Only time will tell.
Miss Katrina Avalon is in a place where
there is nothing but men, men, and more
men. Hope you get out soon girl. Don‘t drop
the soap...
Well now, that is all the gossip but if you
know any more just call me.
Miss Deadline
Well, Lady A. I know what a deadline is
and I know I missed it. But not everyone
can sit around and get Social Security. I‘m
not that old yet. So until then, I‘ll just be a
working girl.
PS: I do hope your comments get a little
better. They‘re starting to get so tired. Try
to come up with something other than play—
ing with my name. I know your name only
has one letter but I know lots of people who
would like to fill it in... See, ya.
Bye Bye
Well, its time to say bye for now, but
before I go, I would like everyoue to know
that there is someone for everyone out there.
You just have to keep looking. Because even
I found someone. So I would like to say Hi!
to Mr. Robert. From your little Raven. I
would also like to thank Jon and Eric for
making this one of my favorite birthdays
ever. I love you guys more than you will
ever know.
Kimmie Satin
"Spider Woman"

It‘s a Famay Tan

Dial—1 service
24—hour customer service
Call anywhere in the world
100% Digital Fiber Optic Network
Free calling card when away from home
Just like you have now, with a difference
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Save up to 25%

off your long distance bill compared to
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No gimmicks.
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Drug—Resistant Diseases‘ Similarities
May Help Fight IlInesses
RENSSELAERVILLE, N.Y. —
Similarities between drug—resistant
strains of diseases as diverse as tu—
berculosis, malaria and AIDS may
shed light on how to overcome the
new and deadlier illnesses, scien—
tists believe.
"In the past, all of these were
treated as isolated drug resistance
problems, as a parasite or bacteria
or another organism," said John
Galivan, director of clinical sci—
ences at the Wadsworth Center for
Laboratories & Research in Albany,
a branch of the state Health Depart—
ment.
"But now we‘re learning there‘s
information in each system that can
contribute to understanding another
system."
Galivan helped organize a four—
day meeting of about 100 research—
ers from the United States, Canada
and Europe at the Rensselaerville
Institute, 25 miles southwest of Al—
bany. The conference, which con—
cluded Sept. 12, studied resistance
to drug treatments for tuberculosis,
cancer, and other diseases. _
Drug resistance is not a new phe—
nomenon but has gained attention
in the last 10 years as genetic tech—
nology has given scientists greater
ability to study it at the molecular
— level. Drug resistance also has
emerged as a major problem in
fighting the virus which causes ac—

quired immune deficiency syn— the frequency of drug resistance.
drome, and has been a factor in the
Some antibiotics may include the
resurgence of tuberculosis.
very genetic information disease
Scientists have found disease— cells need to block them; antibiot—
causing micro—organisms generally ics are prescribed for viral infec—
becomedrug resistant in one of two tions, which is completely
ways, Galivan said.
ineffective; and patients do not
In some cases, the organisms re— complete their treatment, leaving
duce the effectiveness of a drug by the strongest microbes to flourish,
excluding it from the cell, chang— he said.
ing the chemical makeup of the drug
Meanwhile, the United States
to something less toxic, or by forec— produced more than 26 million
ing the drug out of the cell once it pounds of antibiotics in 1978, half
has invaded.
_of it used in animal feed and the
In other cases, the organisms ge— other half consumed by humans,
netically alter the part of the dis— Davies said in his keynote address
ease—carrying cell that is being to the conference Saturday. Antibi—
targeted by the drug, rendering it in— otic production has continued to
effective.
increase in the last 15 years, he said.
Organisms often develop new
"The world is a dilute solution
proteins that are crucial to drug re— of antibiotics," Davies said. "To
sistance, Galivan said. Much of the survive, resistance has become a
discussion at the conference fo— way of life for microbes."
cused on the molecular study of re—
The average cost of developing
sistance proteins, paving the way a new drug is roughly $200 million,
for researchers to develop blocking and it now takes about five years
agents that will stop the proteins for the first resistance strain to ap—
from protecting disease cells, he pear, he said.
said.
While new compounds will be
"We‘re now in a position to at— needed to fight diseases, using an—
tack these resistance proteins," tibiotics more prudently would also
Galivan said.
reduce drug resistance, Davies said.
Julian Davies, head of the micro—
"We have used antibiotics with—
biology department at the Univer— out trying to anticipate the problems
sity of British Columbia in that can arise," he said. "We have
Vancouver, said misuse and over— to recognize they are a powerful
use ofantibiotics has contributed to tool."
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Employers Must Face Reality
of AIDS in Workplace
CHICAGO (AP) — Businesses
aren‘t paying enough attention to a
serious workplace issue: AIDS.
That‘s the message from Presi—
dent Clinton‘s national AIDS policy
coordinator, who says companies
can save money and be more hu—
mane by educating employees and
writing policies dealing with insur—
ance, confidentiality and other is—
sues.
The disease drives health insur—
ance costs higher and the increas—
ing infection rate guarantees further
premium increases, said Kristine
Gebbie. It drains energy from the
work force, whether through an in—
fected employee or someone a
worker cares for. And some devel—
oping countries in Africa have lost
much of their work forces to AIDS,
she said.
A

But after Gebbie‘s address to a
group of business people Tuesday,
a journalist pointed out that no
heads of major companies were
among the 50 or so in the audience.
"I‘m very concerned," she said,
wrinkling her brow. "I don‘t think
businesses have got it yet."
The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention estimate 1 million
Americans are infected with HIV,
the virus that causes AIDS. Most
are 25 to 44 years old, part of the
group that makes up most of the

Specializing in Sports andDance Injuries

_

nation‘s work force. There are about
242,000 people with AIDS in the
United States.
Gebbie encouraged companies
to formulate AIDS policies dealing
with the content of their insurance
polices, confidentiality on health
care and sick leave, health educa—
tion, the Americans With Disabili—
ties Act and other topics.
Employers also should realize
that anyone can be infected, said
Peter Petesch, a lawyer with a
Washington, D.C., firm that spe:
cializes in labor and employment
law.
R
He told businesses the "Magic
Johnson Principle" means some of
the best employees can be infected
but still can work and be produc—
tive.
:
"A quiet observation of this is—
sue is not the right strategy any—
more," said. Henry Provost,
employee relations director for
Motorola Inc., the Schaumburg—
based electronics giant.
In the mid—1980s, when employ—
ees became sick with AIDS,
Motorola kept quiet. It feared that
launching major education pro—
grams would be insensitive to the
infected workers.
"Employees would go off on
leave and never come back," he
said. That left fellow workers won—

dering, and they met only uneasy
silence from managers._
After some infected employees
told fellow workers of their condi—
tion and encouraged Motorola to
take a more active role in education,
the company adjusted its handling
of the disease.
Now Motorola helps people with
the AIDS work as long as they can,
with schedule and other adaptations
as necessary, Provost said.
The company also set up health
and human resources teams to be
available on AIDS—related issues
and has begun AIDS education pro—
grams for its work force of 100,000
worldwide.
Motorola also issuesits business
travelers a kit for when theytravel
to other countries where blood sup—
plies may be contaminated and doc—
tors reuse needles. The kit contains
clean syringes and information on
medical care in the countries they
are visiting.

Anonymous Tests Help
Identify Partners
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
People who undergo anonymous
AIDS testing provide names of
more sexual partners than do people
who identify themselves when
tested, said Geoff Wertzberger, di—
rector of the state Bureau of HIV—
AIDS.
Partner notification is vital to
controlling the spread of the dis—
ease, he said.
"We have never felt like it would
be serving the general public‘s in— —
terest to eliminate anonymous test—
ing," Wertzberger told the
Legislature‘s Health and Environ—
ment Interim Committee.
®
State law requires annual reports
on the results of anonymous HIV
testing in Utah. When an anony—
mous—test site was established at the
Salt Lake City—County Health De—
partment, the law was adopted to
satisfy critics who believed anony—
mous testing would not help con—
tain the spread of AIDS.
Anonymous testing is not avail—
able in Tennessee, Missouri, Ken—

tucky, or Mississippi.
A total of 7,645 people were
tested for HIV at Utah‘s public clin—
ics last year, 1,048 of them anony——
mously.
Wertzberger said anonymous
tests yielded the same percentage of
positives as confidential tests.
He said the names of sexual part—
ners provided for every positive
anonymous—test result rose by 45%
over the previous year. During the
1992—93 fiscal year, 42 individuals
were identified for follow—up.
All but one of the people tested
anonymously were able to provide
help locating sexual partners.
One committee member asked
Wertzberger whether people who
test positive modify their behavior
and stop spreading the disease, and
if notifying their partners was.worth
the trouble.
"The general rule that we have
experienced is that once an indi—
vidual is notified he has tested posi—
tive, it changes their behavior
dramatically," Wertzberger said.
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1nto the local commu—
nity.
"Santa Cruzdoes have a repu—
tation for a Lesbian mecca, in the
way that Northampton, Mass.,
does in the East," said Sara
Pettit, executive editor of Out
magazine, a Gay and Lesbian
publication based in New York.
"I don‘t know if it‘s the famous.
Lesbians like (award winning
poet) Adrienne Rich who live
there or the young University of
California students, or what, but
it does have that reputation."
While the city‘s reputation
stretches back to the ‘70s and
early ‘80s, the difference is that
today, the large underground
community of Gay women in
Santa Cruz has begun to open
doors that may never be closed
again.
Following a national trend of
openness, or perhaps leading the
way, local Lesbians are coming
out of the closet. While in the
past, Gay meant "men" and Les—
bians would never be seen walk—
ing down the Pacific Garden
Mall holding hands, today Les—
| bians are making themselves vis—
ible at all levels of society, from
business to politics to govern—
ment.
"You know the term "We are
everywhere,‘ " said Jo Kenny, a
— well—known Lesbian activist in
town. "Well, we are."
It was at a gas station in Ar—
kansas when Marcy Coburn, 22,
decided she had found paradise
in Santa Cruz, when the gas sta—
tion owner leaned over, said, "I
know what you are," and refused
to let her use the bathroom.
"It was a big reality check for
me, like the rest of the world is
not Santa Cruz," said Coburn,
who moved to Santa Cruz in
search of a safe commumty to

"Even in this town, where you _
would think it would be more ac—
and John Laird the first openly cepting, it is just amazing the
level of discrimination," said at—
Gay mayor in the early ‘80s.
But that‘s far from all Santa torney Jennifer Drobac, who rep—
Cruz offers Lesbians. Thelist resents Lesbians suing RMC
usually begins with the women‘s Lonestar Co. in nearby Daven—
studies program at UC Santa port, charging colleagues and
Cruz. One of the best in the managers at the cement plant
country, the program has hired with harassment.
The city of Santa Cruz re—
Lesbian faculty members. who
have helped make Lesbians feel cently conducted a survey of
welcome, said Marge Frantz, "homophobic" behavior. It
who has been teaching at the found harassment of Gays to be
university as a Lesbian for nearly underreported and far from non—
existent. Verbal harassment was
20 years.
+_UCSC is also one of the few the most common form. The
universities to offer courses in conclusion — many Lesbians
Gay studies. There are institu— don‘t feel safe holding hands
tional community anchors — the walking down Pacific Avenue.
"Even in a so—called Lesbian
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Commu—
nity Center that opened three mecca, there‘s still really a need
years ago in downtown Santa to counteract stereotypes," said
Cruz and offers a list of services Melyssa Jo Kelly, 42, coordina—
from housing listings to a tor of the City of Santa Cruz
Commission for the Prevention
hotline.
There‘s La Gazette, a femi— of Violence Against Women.
On the other hand, Kelly, a
nist magazine with a strong Les—
bian component, published by Gay city employee, said she‘s
Tracye Lea Lawson, a Lesbian never been harassed on the job
activist, concert promoter and and praises the city for passing
businesswoman. She graduated an anti—bias ordinance last year —
from the women‘s studies pro— designed in part to protect Gays
from"I feel
discrimination.
gram at UCSC in the late ‘70s.
absolutely safe atwork.;
"Santa Cruz is just a very
comfortable. place,". said I don‘t have to hide it," said
Lawson, who estimates the lo— Kelly, who displays a picture of
cal Lesbian population in the her lover at work. She joins a
growing numberofhighprofile
thousands.
She points to new businesses, women in Santa Cruz who are
like Herland Cafe, a women‘s becoming increasingly open
cafe and bookstore, run by two about their homosexuality.
People like Karen Clark, edi—
young Lesbians, which has be—
come a meeting place for many torial page editor at the Santa
Lesbians in town but is first and Cruz Sentinel, believe it‘s im—
portant to provide role models to
foremost a business operation.
The list of Lesbian activities counter stereotypes branding
stretches on and on. But for ev— Lesbians as amoral or deviants.
"Anytime someone is in the
ery activity, there‘s a story of ha—
rassment. For every over—40s publiceye, it‘s important to be
potluck dinner, there‘s a story of out," Clark said. "So many
a couple being harassed on the people have strange ideas of
street. Along with the Blue La— what Lesbians are, although
goon, a Gay bar, come stories of there‘s still a strong part of me
guys in trucks yelling at the that feels it‘s nobody‘s busi—

come out in.
"Every woman I saw, I would
ness."
totally blush. There‘s just so "queers" to get out of town.
"We are just like everyone
Each
of
the
annual
Gay
Pride
many Gay women." And they
come from all over. Coburn has parades, which have been held else," a concept that can be
Lesbian friends from Connecti— for 19 years in Santa Cruz, is ac— threatening for straight society,
cut, Texas, Boston. "This is the companied by acts of vandalism, said Elisabeth, a school teacher
first place I‘ve ever felt like this scratched cars, graffiti. Merrie in Santa Cruz County, who is
Schaller, coordinator of the Gay afraid she‘ll be "harassed" out of
was home."
Lesbians have been drawn to Pride Parade, said a bag of vomit her job if she comes out of the
Santa Cruz by its reputation as a was left in her driveway after a closet at work.
"No one wants to think we‘re
town accepting of alternate recent parade, numerous threat—
the
gal in the pretty dress, the
lifestyles — a reputation that be— ening telephone calls, and "We
nice
lady in the grocery store, or
gan back when Mike Rotkin be— kill queers," written on her
those
cute girls next door," she
bumper
sticker.
came the first feminist mayor
said. "It‘s just easier to stereo—
Gay and Lesbian Parents Coalition International
type us."
The truth is, said Linda
LOYE makesa
Hooper, organizer of a Gay
Evening in May and local Les—
bian activist: "You don‘t know
who a Lesbian is, unless she tells
you."
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Military Accuses Two More

Marines of Posing For
Porn Videos
CAMP PENDLETON, Calif.
(AP) — Military officials who have
previously denied widespread Ma—
rine involvement in an alleged Gay
porno ring have linked two more
soldiers to the videos and maga—
zines.
Altogether, five Camp Pendleton
Marines have been connected to the
mail—order business allegedly run
by Luciano Ceballos Vazquez.
"No charges have been filed —
the investigation continues," base
spokeswoman Staff Sgt. Kelley
Ramsey said.
No civilian laws forbid posing
nude, or engaging in homosexual
intercourse.
But such behavior is a violation
of military regulations and could be
subject to either administrative or
disciplinary action, said Chief War—
rant Officer Mike Hedlund.
Of the five Marines accused so
far, one was pictured fully clothed
in a brochure advertising adult vid—
eos for sale, one was involved in a
video that did not include a sex act,
and another was filmed in the nude.
In the only video turned over to

the Marines by Oceanside police,
two Marines were pictured sitting
in a room. After one of the men left
the room, the other masturbated,
§
Hedlund said.
The Naval Criminal Investiga—
tive Service is still investigating the
only felony—level offense involved
— a picture depicting sex between
a man and a woman.
Oceanside police began an in—
vestigation of Ceballos‘ business in
July after hearing of possible in—
volvement of juveniles.
When detectives were unable to
turn up evidence of that, they turned
over a, photo album and video to
NCIS.
Ceballos, 42, was arrested near
his home in Oceanside in August on
a federal warrant charging him with
violating parole. He was being held
without bail in the Metropolitan
Correctional Center in San Diego.
Ceballos has told reporters that
between 200 and 700 active—duty
Marines were involved in his mail
order operation during the past three
years.
r

ROTC Program Draws Fire
For Military Policy on Gays
PRINCETON, N.J. (AP) — that the Princeton end its ROTC af—
Princeton University‘s ROTC pro— — filiation by June 30, 1994, if the
gram came under fire from two pro— policy is not changed.
Under a compromise reached
fessors who formally called for its
earlier
this year between Clinton
elimination unless the military lib—
eralizes its stance on homosexual— and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, new
recruits will no longer be asked their
ity.
But the faculty did not vote on sexual preferences.
The military, however, can still
the issue at Monday‘s meeting.
dismiss
personnel for homosexual
They tabled the motion until the
behavior, said Capt. Tom
Nov. 1 meeting.
Even if the faculty approves the Cummings, spokesman for the
resolution, it is not binding on the Army‘s ROTC Cadet Command in
university, said spokeswoman Fort Monroe, Va.
Approximately 75 Princeton stu—
Jacquelyn Savani.
"The matter is in the hands of the dents are enrolled in ROTC, said Lt.
university president and the board Col. George Dotsey, who heads the
program. About 55 are on scholar—
of trustees," she said.
In 1973, the faculty passed a ship, receiving between $15,000
resolution to phase out ROTC on and $16,000 each based on merit
campus and the administration did and not need.
The ROTC occupies several
not heed it,said Psychology teacher
Steven Greene, of of the two pro— rent—free offices in university build—
fessors calling for the program‘s ings, he said. Princeton additionally
provides the colonel with a secre—
elimination.
The university and the military tary.
have a contract to maintain the pro—
gram indefinitely, until one or both
sides decides to terminate it with a
one—year notice, Greene said.
Two assistant professors said the
partial ban agreed to by President
Clinton and the Joint Chiefs of Staff
makes it impossible for students in
ROTC to discuss truthfully their
sexual orientation in class or in pa—
pers.
Greene and Andrew Koppelman,
who teaches anti—discrimination law
in the politics department, were
planning to present a resolution to
the university faculty demanding

Openly Gay Sailor Removed From Active Duty
face discharge in a few months.
BANGOR, Wash. (AP) — An ans in the service.
Another openly Gay sailor,
But a more moderate policy was
openly Gay sailor at the Naval Sub—
marine Base has been taken off ac— developed by President Clinton after Radioman 2nd Class Robert E. Matt,
tive duty and transferred into the consultation with the Joint Chiefs. 22, was discharged earlier this year
The "don‘t ask, don‘t tell, don‘t pur— after a Navy administrative board
standby active reserves.
Seaman Apprentice Frederick W. sue" policy ultimately worked against found he had committed serious of—
Seltzer Jr., 22, a journalist—in—training Seltzer, who had already disclosed his fenses unrelated to his homosexuality.
A third Gay sailor, Machinist‘s
in the public affairs office, revealed homosexuality. "If I could have done
Mate
2nd Class Mark A. Philips, has
it,
I
would
rather
have
stayed
in
the
his homosexuality last year when Bill
Clinton, then a presidential candidate, Navy," said Seltzer, after learning of been transferred to the Naval Station
said he supported scrapping the his separation from active duty. Un— Puget Sound in Seattle pending dis—
Pentagon‘s ban on Gays and Lesbi— der current Pentagon rules he would position of his case.
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Woman To Test Gay Rights Law
lowing Gay men and Lesbians to
sue employers, landlords and oth—
ers who discriminate against them
because of their sexual orientation.
Dowd‘s lawsuit, brought against the
state‘s largest private employer, is
expected to be watched closely. If
it reaches a judge, the ordinance
will be interpreted by the courts and
its constitutionality will be tested.
"It‘s always interesting to see
what happens the first time around,"
said Gary Wood, Portland‘s attor—
ney, who helped draft the ordi—
nance. The Clty Council adopted

the ordinance in May 1992. But
opponents gathered enough signa—
tures to force a citywide vote aimed
at repealing it. Voters last Novem—
ber upheld the law, 57% to 43%. It
took effect Dec. 5.
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PORTLAND, Maine (AP) —
woman who claims Bath Iron
Works fired her because she is a
Lesbian has sued the company un—
der Portland‘s Gay—rights ordi—
nance, setting up the first legal test
of the nine—month—old law.
One BIW supervisor told
Cynthia Dowd that she looked like
a "dyke" andanother asked her to
dress more femininely, the lawsuit
said. She was then transferred and,
soon after, dismissed — all because
of her sexual orientation, it said.
Susan Pierter, a BIW spokes—
woman, refused to discuss details
of the case. "We believe Ms.
Dowd‘s case is without merit and
we will appropriately defend our
actions," she said. Portland‘s is the
only local ordinance in Maine al—

Dowd is suing to get her job
back. She is also asking for lost Judge Says
wages, said Jonathan S. R. Beal, her
‘Discrimination‘ Must
lawyer.
Returning to work "clearly
would require some accommo— Appear on Ballot
dations,"Beal said. "BIW must in—
WARRENTON, Ore. (AP) — A ruling.
— struct its people to respect all sexual
judge says the word "discrimination"
"We had wanted the word "dis—
orientations."
must appear in the ballot title for a crimination‘ in it because that‘s what
Dowd, a former Portland resi—
local anti—Gay rights measure because it is," said Vernice Berg, coordinator
dent who now lives in the Rich—
that‘s what it is.
of the Good Neighbor group.
mond area, could not be reached.
The wording was sought by the
James Maggert, the Warrenton
Dowd worked at BIW for seven
American Civil Liberties Union and resident who filed the court challenge
years. She advanced through the
ranks and eventually became a local opponents of the measure. for the ACLU, applauded Edison‘s
buyer of specialized equipment, a Clatsop County Circuit Judge Tho— decision.
~
mas Edison agreed.
"It was very courageous of hxmto
job her lawyer described as presti—
"It is the most appropriate word do that," he said. "It‘s really not a ho—
gious and high—paying.
that I could find to use in describing mosexual issue, it‘s just basic rights."
Beal said the discrimination
‘the
effects of this measure," Edison
Warrenton City Manager Gil
started in May 1992, while Dowd
said
in a Sept. 17 letter to Warrenton Gramson said the measure‘s support—
worked at the shipyard in Bath,
City Attorney Harold Snow and ers can begin circulating petitions
BIW‘s headquarters.
ACLU attorney Geoffrey Wren.
with the new ballot title. It would take
Three incidents are cited in the
The
measure‘s
sponsor,
the
Or—
297 valid signatures from Warrenton
lawsuit. Dowd alleged that super—
egon Citizens Alliance, contends the registered voters to put the measure
visors ridiculed her about her hair—
style and clothes and objected to a proposal simply would prohibit gov— on the ballot. The election probably
bumper sticker on her car that sup— ernments from granting special rights would not take place until March.
Use of the word "discrimination"
ported Portland‘s Gay—rights ordi— to Gays and Lesbians. Similar mea—
sures have passed this year in 15 Or— also was an issue in writing the ballot
nance. Beal said three supervisors
title for a similar statewide measure. —
egon cities and counties.
were involved, all men.
The OCA is collecting signatures to
Phil
Tussing,
the
chairman
of
the
In December, Dowd was trans—
put that measure on the ballot next
ferred to BIW‘s Portland facility, Clatsop County OCA, said the word
year.
;
"discrimination"
is
inflammatory.
shortly after training a man for her
The attorney general‘s office had
"Obviously
this
was
a
political
job in Bath. In Portland, Dowd‘s job
written in the ballottitle that the mea—
duties were reduced to filing, Beal decision, not a legal decision,"
sure would "bar laws forbidding dis—
Tussing
said.
"Obviously
Judge
said.
Edison is in the pocket of the Gay crimination against homosexuals."
A few weeks later, she was laid
The Oregon Supreme Court took
community. It is clear this ballot title
off. The man she trained kept his
does not represent the intent and views out that word "because of the nega—
job, Beal said. The company later
tive context in which that word ROss.,
in the measure."
© fired her.
Opponents of the ballot measure mallyis used." —
Beal said Portland‘s. Gay—rights saidthey:were!pleasedwith Edlsons:
law isrelevant becausethe.transfer —
andlayoffoccurredafterit‘tookef—
OfficerWho
fect.
‘Pierter said BIW last spring
monthsl spokeswoman Vinette Tichi said.
adopted a policy prohibiting dis—
Grady, a Seattle police officer for
crimination among employees on after he resigned from the Seattle ©
Police Department over what he says eight years, declined media interview
the basis of sexual orientation.
"They may have a policy," Beal was harassment within the force, a requests.
\ "He just wantsto return without
said. "But we don‘t think they‘ve Gay officer is set to return to his job.
Paul Grady, who resigned in May anyfanfare," said Shelley Kostrinsky,
followed it."
Dowd also has a sexual harass— after eight years with the department, his attorney.
At Grady‘s insistence, Kostrinsky
ment and retaliation complaint will returnOct. 5 to his former post
pending before the Maine Human as sergeant on the third watch at the would not say why the Gay officer is
reclaiming his job. However, Grady
East Precinct.
§
Rights Commission.
Grady, 37, was reinstated after ne— made it clear in the past he would no
Portland‘s Gay—rights law has no
enforcement provision. A victim gotiating his return with the department longer work for Chief Patrick _
and the city attorney‘s office, police Fitzsimons, whom he felt had tolerated
seeking relief must file a lawsuit.

SEATTLE (AP) — Five

Qun Remstatedf

harassment of‘Gays in the department.

548. COOPER
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104

When times get hard, you find
out who your friends are.
J would like to thank everyone
who had a part in building
The Construction Site.
A special thanks to Larry
Malone for building.

Thank you,
Barbara Pierce

BREAKFAST
VICTORIAN INN
#7 Lema St.
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
501—253—9010

Fltzsmons, who has denied toler—
ating harassment, is retiring in Feb—
ruary. A mayor‘s search committee
is screening candidates to replace him.
"You can read between the lines,"
Kostrinsky said. |
Grady was the Seattle Police
Department‘s only openly Gay police
officer until his resignation. Others
have come out since then.
Grady was an organizer of
Seattie‘s police bicycle unit, consid—
ered a national model.
Grady resigned shortly after draw—
ing intense criticism from fellow of—
ficers for testifying, in uniform, in
favor of a proposed state law against
hate crimes.
"We welcome Paul back," said
Maj. Michael O‘Mahony. "Paul al—
ways has been regarded as an excel—
lent police officer, a role model for,
some of the younger officers. His en— |
ergy is amazing.
"The bad guys are not going to be
_. happy tohave himback," , [H4
_.

Lesbian and Gay Coalition
for Justice To Address

Nashville‘s Men‘s
Chorus Names
New Director,

Harassment in Parks

7 "We Care"
(615) 269—5318

Slates Auditions

The Lesbian and Gay Coali— number and specifically mention
The Nashville Men‘s Chorus
tion for Justice will begin to ad— that you have been harassed. A
dress the issue of harassment in member of the task force on park has named Michael Coffey as its
COWBOYI #
public parks in Nshville. Thurs— harassment will call you within new artistic director. Coffey ex—
pressed
high
hopes
for
the
chorus,
day,Sept. 2 LGCJ had in place a few days and collect the appro—
2311 Franklin Road « Nashville, TN 37204
a telephone procedure for col— priate information. Future meet— now beginning its second year.
"The chorus has recently reor—
lecting information about inci— ings with Commissioner Fyke _
Sun
$3 Pitcher or 50¢ Draft
3—7/12—2
dents involving the police in are planned, and LGCJ will ganized and has redefined its state—
Mon
$3 Pitcher or 50¢ Draft
3—11
public parks. The Coalition is make the commissioner and his ment of purpose. Since its incep—
Tues
$3 Pitcher or 50¢ Draft
3—7/10—2
tion last year, the Chorus has al—
not prepared to legally represent staff aware of specific details.
Wed
$3 Pitcher or 50¢ Draft
All Night
LGCJ is also planning educa— ways been comprised of Gay and
individuals or to thoroughly in—
Thurs
$3 Pitcher or 50¢ Draft
9—12
tion
and sensitivity training for Gay—supportive men," Coffey
vestigate incidents at this time.
Fri
$3 Pitcher or 50¢ Draft
3—7
However, LGCJ feels this is a Metro police as well as the park stated. "We plan to keep that fo—
Sat
$3 Pitcher or 50¢ Draft
3—7 / 10—1
very important step in develop— police. "While we recognize the cus in front of us as we plan our
l
Draft — Miller, Busch Lite, Bud Lite
ing systematic collection of in— importance of making ourselves musical agenda and we intend to
formation about incidents of un— available to the police for edu— affirm that identity whenever we
cation and sensitivity training, perform." The Nashville Men‘s
fair treatment or harassment.
LGCJ leaders have been we must also realize our respon— Chorus is a member of GALA, the
‘L :
TaC 29.
meeting with officials of Metro sibility as a community to edu— Gay and Lesbian Association of
Choruses.
Parks and Recreation, including cate ourselves about safe and le—
Tie£Prealf.
With two successful concerts _
Commissioner Jim Fykes and gal behavior in public parks,"
underits
belt,
the
chorus
has
a
good
have been assured that the un— urged Roy Sanders, a local phy—
Tennessee Lever / Frchkwick/ Obhiloh
foundation upon which to grow.
fair treatment of Lesbians and sician and LGCJ Co—Chair.
The Coalition is clear that "We‘re still getting requests to sing
Gay men will be addressed. "Our
primary objective in starting to members of our community have some of the music from our Spring
prménoe A WeekendIn the Coun
meet with the park officials is to the right to access public parks Concert, especially music from the
cSouthern
pursue ways to improve our re— for socializing and other appro— March on Washington."
"We
are
also
exploring
ways
to
lationship with the park police. priateuses, and we intend to see
Members of the Lesbian and Gay that our rights are not violated. involve non—singers in the chorus,
s\
;
community must feel comfort— While we remain aware that pub— perhaps as auxiliary members,"
— able communicating with the lic sex is illegal and dangerous, Coffey added. "Wehappen to have
park police when harassment and will not be tolerated by po— openings not only for singers but
lice or condoned by LGCJ, we also for volunteers to help with the
"occurs,"
are committed to helping build music library, publishing of con—
Kathleen Maloy.
If you have been harassed re— a more comfortable relationship cert programs, advertising sales
cently or if you are harassed in between our community and lo— and other non—musical activities."
In preparation for its Christmas
the future, please call the LGCJ cal law enforcement personnel.
concert,
the Nashville Men‘s Cho—
Submitted by Lon Thrasher,
hotline at 298—LGCJ (5425) and
Chair, Public Relations. LGCJ rus will hold open auditions for all
leave your name, telephone
parts in Nashville on Monday,
September 27, 6:30 pm at 1808
Nashville CARES to
Woodmont Boulevard. "We espe—
cially need first tenors, but we‘d
Receive Book Royalties
like to hear anyone who is inter—
ested in singing with us, Coffey
Nashville CARES is Middle Richard Isay, MD (author of said. A prepared piece is not re—
Tennessee‘s comprehensive, Being Homosexual) and Charles quired for the audition, but an ac—
community—based HIV/AIDS Silverstein, Ph.D. (author of companist will be provided for
service organization, providing Man to Man and founding edi— those who choose to bring a pre—
a full range of social and educa— tor of The Journal ofHomosexu— pared selection.
tional services to HIV positive ality). The book also contains a
The chorus rehearses at 7:30 pm
persons, their families, and loved chapter, written by Ross A, each Tuesday at 1808 Woodmont
Hudson, LCSW (former Direc—
ones.
Boulevard in Nashville. For more
Carlton Cornett, LCSW, a tor of Client Services at CARES)
information about membership in
widely published Nashville psy— and Cornett on psychotherapy the Nashville Men‘s Chorus, inter—
chotherapist and CARES con— with Gay men living with HIV, ested persons may call (615) 386—
sultant, has announced that a much neglected area in the 9780.
CARES is to receive royalties mental health literature.
The book, which was released
from the first edition of a new
book published by Jason generally in August, has gar—
Aronson Press, one of the larg— nered praise from leading psy—
est publishing houses specializ— chotherapists throughout the
ing in mental health issues in the country.
Cornett states that he and his
country. The book, entitled Af—
firmative Dynamic Psycho— lover DeWayne Fulton, have
talked about this decision for
therapy with Gay Men, was ed—
CALL US FOR AN ESTIMATE FOR YOUR NEXT PRINTING PROJECT
ited by Cornett and contains con— some time. He relates that they
tributions from the nation‘s most want to help CARES serve the
(901) 454—141 1
respected theorists and clinicians many clients that rely on the
in the area of Gay men‘s psy— agency for a variety of psycho—
chology. Contributors include social needs.
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Fun
Cruisers Strike Out, But Have

Miss Gay Tennessee

in Nashville Tourney
By Chuck Savior
Members of the Cruisers softball team
headed to Nashville Sept, 17—19 for the fourth
Music City Classic Softball Tournament. This
tournament has become one of the premiere —
events in the Gay softball circuit with 33
men‘s & 9 women‘s teams from Chicago, At— |
lanta, Washington DC., Toronto, Bos—
ton and most cities in between.
Team and player registration was
the first order of business upon ar—
rival where we met several members
of the tournament committee. A host
party followed for all teams where
we quickly became acquainted with —
members of Boots from Toronto. A
managers meeting was held with
officicals and the chief umpire to
~ cover tournament rules, regulations
and answer questions.
The Cruisers‘ first tournament
opponent were Vortex Vipers from
Chicago at 9 am Saturday morning.
Through 3 innings the game was
close until the Vipers scored 10 runs
in the 4th inning to take command and win
14—1. Our next game was against Bama
Xpress with Bama coming out on top by a
15—3 score. After our second game we had
the opportunity to watch several games in
progress.
s
Saturday night a banquet was held with

Hetti McDaniels Is New

each team recieving a participation award and
a women‘s team from Memphis, the Ménage
Slammers, capturing the spirit award for vo—
cal encouragement during Saturday‘s play.
Denise Russell, Miss Continental 1992, en—
tertained participants after dinner displaying
a dynamic voice with witty songs and jokes
to the delight of all.
Our first game Sunday morning was a 8
am, against Triangle Bad Boyz
from Milwaukee. The highlight
from this game for the Cruisers
was the triple play we executed
in the second inning. This was
our last game of the tournament
as we went down in defeat.
First place in the Men‘s Divi—
sion went to Virginia Outlaws
from Norfolk, Women‘s Division
to Falconettes from Atlanta, An—
nex Division to Ritz from Atlanta.
Congratulations to the Music
City Classic on a first rate, well
run tournament. The playing
fields, hotel and all aspects of the
weekend were superior.
While team members wished we had
played better we did gain valuable tourna—
ment experience which is an important
factor. We look forward to competing again
next year in the softball world series sched—
—
uled for August 1994.

e

Fine Jewelry

*

Private Showings

e

Custom Design

Hetti McDaniels won the title Miss Gay Tennessee at Reflections on Sept. 25. The pageant
was held in Memphis for the first time in many years. There were six contestants from three _
preliminaries. Hetti will represent Memphis and Tennessee at the Miss Gay America pageant in
Dallas in November. First alternate was Pebbles.
Pageant producer Tommy Stewart says that he hopes there will be more preliminary pageants
so that there can be a larger and more statewide representation in next year‘s pageant.
There has been little representation from Tennessee in the last several years at Miss GayAmerica.
Part of the problem has been finances. A fundraiser is being held to assist Miss McDaniels in
traveling to Dallas and preparing for the competition. Several thousand dollars could be involved
in wardrobe alone. The benefit will take place on Oct. 12 at Reflections at 11 pm and proceeds
from both the door and performer tips will go towards Miss McDaniels‘ journey.

ACT UP/FFL
Continued from page 13
between ACT—UP, Friends for Life, other AIDS
organizations and the City Council to share sta—
tistics and information on funding and interact —
with the public, Anderson noted. Such a liaison
could make sure facts on AIDS were commu—
nicated accurately, such as the disputed statis—
tics on the fliers which Anderson said came
verbatim from Friends for Life.
ACT—UP Memphis has grown from about
10 to about 35 members in the last month, ac—
cording to the group‘s estimates.
In the final City Council vote August 17, FFL
received $50,000 in block grant funding over
two years. Cook said that at the Council meet—
ing, ACT—UP members "spoke very eloquently"
on FFL‘s behalf. "Their presence did not hurt
us and may have helped us. If what they did is

what they plan to do all along, then we prob—
ably overreacted," he said.
Cook said FFL‘s lawsuit was dropped after
representatives of ACT—UP appeared before the
September 8 FFL board meeting and reassured
the board that they would not use FFL‘s name
again in ACT—UP literature.
Anderson said that out of the dispute over
the fliers, he was glad Friends for Life and oth—
ers were beginning to understand what ACT—
UP Memphis is about and to move beyond their
fears of the group‘s reputation.
Paula Womack, a freelance writer, is news
editorfor the Baptist Peace Fellowship ofNorth
America and a deacon at Prescott Memorial
Baptist Church.

e Estate Jewelry
*e Rolex Watches
e

Repair and Appraisals

Chili, Salad, Iced Tea, Dessert
$5.00 Per Person

ALLE AF
WHOLESALE

901—681—0501

PRICES

by Appointment Only

555 S. Perkins Ext., #315
Oak Hall Building
Memphis, TN 38117

Sat., Oct. 23
6—8 p.m.

Prescott Memorial Baptist Church O

499 Patterson

The Family Next

Was the Father of Our

Door

Country A Queen?
If high school history classes.
taught the work of Gay lib activist and
University of Massachusetts scholar
Charley Shively, it would make learn—
ing the Revolutionary War period a
lot easier. In his latest writing, the
author of Drum Beats and Calamus
Lovers, two groundbreaking books on
the Gay life and loves of Walt
Whitman, presents an in—depth study
of the closeted Gay life of our nation‘s
first president, George Washington,
and the Gay circle of military aides—
de—camp surrounding him during the
war. Frederick Steuben, one of these,
was notorious for his openly Gay
lifestyle: he later lived with and loved
a soldier from Washington‘s Army. .
Beginning with George‘s tolerant
relationship with his overbearing
mother, Charley Shively chronicles
events in the general‘s life that point
to a fondness for the company of men.
From his half—brother Lawrence to
Baron Thomas Fairfax, from
Alexander Hamilton to Lafayette,
— these relationships are examined in a
scholarly manner and examples are
cited from numerous texts published
over the years that reinforce Shively‘s
theories. Illustrations accompany the
text.
%
Charley Shively also provides a
succinct and detail—oriented report of
a very timely issue and one relevant

to the life of George Washington as
well: that of homosexuality in the
armed forces. He cites Julius Caesar,
Alexander the Great and the British
Royal Navy, among others, as histori—
cal examples and again uses previ— —
ously published texts to back his
statements.
This groundbreaking new work is
featured in Gay Roots, Volume II a
320 page collection of Gay history,
sex, politics and culture from Gay
Sunshine Press in San Francisco, the
oldest independent Gay publishing
house in America. Gay Roots, Volume
II picks up where the award—winning
volume one left off, featuring litera—
ture, critical writing, fiction and more
from contemporary authors and art—
ists around the world, including Allen
Ginsberg, Rictor Norton, Jim
Eggeling, and John Mitzel.
This large—sized 7"x10" book is
available by mail. Send $19.95 (plus
$3 postage and handling) for paper—
back or $50 (plus $5 postage and han—
dling) for hardcover to G.S. Press, PO
Box 410690, San Francisco, CA
94141.
Gay Roots, Volume I, winnerof the
Lambda Book Award for best book
from a Gay press is also available for
$22.95 paperback (plus $3 postage
and handling).

New Movie Guide Covers 75

—

Years of Gays in the Movies
Film buffs who just have to know
which of their favorite stars have
played Gay characters or have ap—
peared in Gay—themed films, need
look no further.
Mel Gibson, Al Pacino, Matthew
Broderick, Ryan O‘Neal, Matthew
Modine, Daniel Day—Lewis and Tom
Berenger are just a few of the stars
who have played Gay characters and
are now featured in the Gay Holly—
wood Film and Video Guide. This is
the first book of its kind devoted to
— reviewing films featuring major or
minor Gay characters and/or themes.
From mainstream Oscar winners to
independent, foreign and documen—
tary features, each film is listed in an
easy to use A to Z format.
The A to Z format includes: title,
five—star rating, year of release, coun—
try of origin, color or black and white,
running time, director, cast, genre,
review,/plot, quotes, MPAA rating (in—
cluding a description of nudity and
sexuality), trivia, awards and compan—
ion films. Other sections include the
best film quotes from each film,
guides to mail—order video sources
and film festivals, and four separate
indexes. The indexes are divided into
companion films, genre, five—star rat—
ing and name. In addition, the reader
will enjoy many rare and outrageous
photos and other promotional material.
Author and film historian, Steve
Stewart‘s previous books include
Positive Image: A Portrait of Gay
America (published by William Mor—

row in 1984) and the FilmAnnual (pub—
lished by Companion Publications).
While there are dozens of other
film and video guides on the market,
few include more than a handful of
the films listed in this valuable, one—
of—a—kind film reference.
Gay Hollywood can be purchased
for $15.95 in bookstores, or directly
from the publisher, Companion Pub—

The first issue of a national news—
letter—The Family Next Door—to
help Lesbian and Gay parents and
their friends celebrate the joys and
conquer the challenges of parenting,
is hot off the press. The August—Sep—
tember issue includes articles about
sending children back to school, com—
ing out to their teachers, and selec—
tions and reviews of books for
children from two to ten. The subjects
of fertility and sperm bank selection
are discussed in other articles, and the
profile of a typical family—a dad, a
_ boy, two moms, and a dog—shows
just how diverse are those creating
families. Parents, relatives, and
friends also will enjoy the issue‘s first
person account "On Being God—
mothers."
A regular column authored by Dr.
‘Tamar Gershon, founder ofThe Rain—
bow Clinic at the University of Cali—
fornia, San Francisco, answers
readers‘ questions about medical and
psychological issues. "Daycare—
Delight or Dilemma"introduces read—
ers to strategies for making their
children‘s daycare experience a de—
lightful one.
The 16—page newsletter is pub—
lished six times a year by Next Door
Publishing, Ltd. Editors Lisa Orta and
Karen Rust are Lesbian moms who
are reminded daily by their two—year—
old son that parenting is an all—out
adventure.
A
The Family Next Door is for ev—
eryone involved with a family created
by Lesbian or Gay parents—parents,
grandparents, aunts, uncles, neighbors,
and all extended family members.
To subscribe to The Family Next
Door, Call (510) 482—5778, or write
to Next Door Publishing, Ltd., PO
Box 21580, Oakland, CA 94620.
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Students for Bisexual, Gay and
Lesbian Awareness

MEETING TIMES:
Thursdays — 7:00 PM

Memphis State University Center
Third Floor

lications, PO Box 2575, Laguna Hills,
CA 92654—2575, by including $2.00
postage and handling

AWARE AND ACTIVE AT MEMPHIS STATE
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DABBLES HAIR COMPANY PRESENTS
THE FOURTH ANNUAL WORLD OF PASSION BENEFIT
Gz"TIME HEALS ALL‘
NovEmBEr 7, 1993 — 7:30PM
THE COMEDY ZONE @ BVERTON SQUARE
OR IN ADVANCE AT
TICKETS: $20 AT THE DOOR19
NORTH cooPer
DABBLES HAIR COMPANY,
thE vOLuNTEER
ARMS,"
ProceEps To BENEFIT "LOVING
BABIES & MOTHERS.
GROUP THAT HOLDS AND HELPS HIVAIDS
CALL DABBLES HAIR CO. AT 725—0521 FoR MORE ‘.ro.

Crowd"
10/15/93 "TBA"
10/22/93 "Leave Her To
. Heaven"
10/28/93 "TBA"
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The grand opening at the Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community
~ Center‘s new location, 1486 Madison Avenue.
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Discover financial freedom
with Funds for Life.
We‘re here to help anyone facing the financial
challenges of living with an incurable illness.
Life Funding Corporation is prepared to
confidentially purchase your life insurance
policy so that you can have your money now
when you really need it.
Together we can realize your dreams of better
quality health care and more fulfilling

>

experiences of life.
For information call 1—800—456—8799.
Your call will be confidential.

LIFE FUNDING CORPORATION:
Funds For Life.
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE A SUITE 220 A ATLANTA, GA 30350
(404) 518—8830 A (800) 456—8799 A FAX: (404) 518—9663

CLASSIFIED Rates:Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of30 words
(including address orphone number) and
a $2.00charge forthe use ofourP.O. Box.
Please specify ifyou want to use our P.O.
Box. Commercial ads are charged at the
rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline forads is the 15th ofeach month.
Sendto TriangleJournalNews, Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds
must be submitted in writing and must
includeyournameandatelephonenumber
whereyou can be reached to verifythe ad.
If you would like a copy of the issue
your ad appears in, please send $1.00
to cover postage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announcements
and classifieds must be re—submitted each
month, in writing, by the 15th of the month.
CommunitySpirit—Lesbian and Gay
Telephone Long Distance. Call worldwide
and save up to 25% offyourbill. 2% of your
billisdonatedtothecommunityorganization
of your choice. Switch today, Call 1—800—
546—0621 24 hours/day. It‘s a FamilyThing.
Bepop & BREAKFAST
Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home
furnished with antiques offers
accommodations to men and women.
Home is located in small Tennessee River
town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet
country dinner with complimentary wine.
Area activities include: boating, walking
trails, antique shops, auctions. Your hosts
are available to assist with planning local
activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs (901)
278—5844, Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
‘Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres of
privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclusive
resort for men & women. Hottub. Country
club privileges. GreenwoodHollow Ridge,
Rt 4, Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
. (501) 253—5283.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
1896. Located on Eureka Springs Historic
District loop close to downtown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovated for
comfort but still maintaining its old world
charm, elegance & romance. Picturesque
tree—covered hollow. The Arbour Glen, #7
Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501)
253—9010.

HELP WANTED
Help: Wanted: General maintenance. Full
time, good pay. Must be capable in areas
of electrical, plumbing, carpentry, and
heating and air conditioning. Call (901)
274—1596 between noon and 4:30
Monday thru Friday.
Massage SERVICES
YOU
DESERVE
THE
BEST
California trained professional offers
full body therapeutic and sports massage.
1‘/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Personalized gift certificates available.
PM
PERSONALS
Attractive GWM, 28, 56", 130#, blond,
graduate student, likes: computers,
alternative music, progressive politics, New
Age, physical fitness, cute dudes. Write
Jim, Rt. 1, Box 18, Gassville, AR 72635.
Daddy loves Ruth—Anne. Happy 18th
Anniversary. And they said it wouldn‘t last.
GWM, non—smoker, alcohol & drug free,
HIVnegative relocatingto Memphis. Needs
a place to stay & help in finding a job. Your
photo gets mine. Write: Donnie, POB 1305,
El Dorado, AR 71731—1305.
GWM, 34, 6‘3", well—built, bi/bl, attractive,
college—eductaed, intelligent, fun—loving,
down—to—earth, conservative,decent. Have
a variety of interests. Interested in meeting
sober, masculine, decent GWM, 30+, for
friendship or possibly more. Prefer non—
smoker. Write: Dept M—08, PO Box 11485,
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Leland D.—OK guy, you can come out
now. Itis 1993. We won soldier ofthe year,
we can live openly in a lot of places now,
drugs arestill legal in Amsterdam, we have
a Gay softball team right here in Memphis, _
a bowling league, a community center, a
switchboard, a great newspaper, all kinds
ofneatstuffto putyourtalentsto use. Don‘t
you think it‘s time, Leland? Love Steve.
Open—minded, GWM, 23, seeking GWMs,
21—30. Into all types of alternative music,
the color black, and the unknown. Write to:
Bryan, 112 North Allis, Jonesboro, AR
72401.
Rural area GWM, 33, 59", 150#, in shape,
varied interests, seeks other rural open—
minded folksforfun and friendship. nofats,
druggies, or peacocks please. Race, age,
gender unimportant, love of life is. Write to
: J.B., Route 3, Box 280 C, Linden, TN
37096. Discretion assured.

GWM, 40, attractive, 6, 185#, seeksGWM,
20—45, white for monogamous, long—term
relationship. Progressive w/MBA & MMA.
No fats, druggies, or peacocks. Serious
inquiries only. Please apply w/photo to
Boxholder, 1422 Lamar Ave #607,
Memphis, TN 38104, or call Michael D. at
(901) 365—4650.
Looking for Harvey, mid 40s. We metatthe
Pipeline on June 15. Would like to talk to
you. Write Dept. A—10, POBox 11484,
Memphis, TN 38111—0485. :
Scotty from Alliance—Yes, it is hard not to
worship such an august creature as
yourself! When God made you he cast
awaythe mold and said,"Theworld cannot
hold but one being of such greatness,
beauty, wisdom, charity, humility,
generosity, creativity, and exquisite taste."
One question, "Whythethree inch toenails
and the shaved legs?"—Signed, Mule.
WM, 50s, seeking hot studs, 21—40, who
need an outlet during fun afternoon or
weekend sessions. DiscretionAssuredand
required. Write Jerry, c/o Box 751143,
Memphis, TN 38175—1143.
52" BLF with handicap, age 30, who is
loving, caring, honest, sharing, trusting,
enjoys movies, and dining. Seeks B/W
female with handicap ornon—handicap, 30—
40 with same qualities. Call (901) 398—
1333 and ask for Gloria.
RoomMmATE
GWM, 40, seeks same to share luxury 1
Bdrm, highriseapartment, Central Gardens
area. All amenities included—$290 per
month. No smokers or drugs allowed.
Please leave message at (901) 274—8810
or contact M. Davis at (901) 365—4650.

Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
12 Issues for $15
mailed First Class, discreetly, so you
don‘t have to wait for the news.

NAME
ADDRESS

>

CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE
Mail to
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

f
Meetings at Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
241 N. Cleveland St. « Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Gay Alcoholics Anonymous)
Sunday
8:00 pm
Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm
Traditions (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm
Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00 pm
Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm
Discussion
Saturday
8:00pm
Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)

You were chosen by God
to be who you are —
gay, Lesbian or
heterosexual.
The expression of
your sexuality is a gift from
God in making and
building of relationships.

Into The Light
(Alcoholics Anonymous — Women Only)
Thursday
8:00pm
Discussion (Open)
Sunday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Sunday.)

INTEGRITY is a family
of Gays, Lesbians and
their friends within the
Episcopal Church.
INTEGRITY is a place to
find community and
support.
INTEGRITY offers
opportunities for growth,

Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open, but participa—
tion by other than alcoholics/
addicts discouraged.)
Al—Anon (Co—dependency meeting)
Call For Information

linger, friendship and
understanding.

Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
Call For Information
i

INTEGRITY meets every
third Tuesday of the
month at Calvary
Episcopal Church, Memphis.
For more information, call
Doug Deaver at 726—4698

‘E or Joe Pfeiffer at 272—1207 }
o

$

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed
for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings
with a special outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community.
Business meetings are on the last Wednesday of the month at
\

6:30 pm.
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News
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Veterinarian, 480 Pruitt Rd, Oakland, KWAM—AM 990. Weekly program about
38174 # 726—5790.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
addictions & recovery. # (901) 377—
TN 38060 = (901) 465—2699. For
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner
17963.
emergency care call = (901) 533—
Association: c/o MGLCC, Box41074,
# 2742524.
Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
5084
@ 728—GAYS or 458—6023.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
paper focusing on addictions &
Memphis Lambda Center: Meeting place:
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave,Ste 305 F.U.N. Parties & Toys For Us.: Gay &
recovery. Distributed in Memphis,
Lesbian parties exclusively az Rich
for 12—step recovery programs » 241 N.
©458—0152.
}
bazaars area code 901 unless otherwise
Jackson, & Nashville TN +# (901) 377—
327—2225.
Cleveland (above United Paint Store), Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes,
noted.
7963.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
@ 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—1461, or
accounting services # 726—9082.
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
applaince
repair
#
274—7011.
327—3676.
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
FLORISTS
newspaper published by Printers Ink ®
MSU State University Students for Accent With Flowers: 1505 S. Perkins, Decadence Manor: 1655 Madison,# 272— —
345—0657.
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 #
7451.
Bisexual, Gay & LesbianAwareness
CherokeeAdult BookStore: 2947 Lamar
# 683—3007.
454—1411.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7, #
(BGALA):
BGALA
c/o
Office
of
Greek
# 744—7494.
Botanica: 944 S. Cooper, #274—5767, 1—
278—5002. —
NIGHT CLUBS / DINING
Affairs Box 100, MSU 38152., #
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell # 454—
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688. —
371—9978 for Info.
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise Amnesia: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
7765.
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 ApagTaent Club: 343 Madison # 525—
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432 Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
Ave, #2748103.
N. Second, # 525—5302.
Memphis
38111—0042.
ParkEastFlorist: 6005 Park,#761—2980.
Summer = 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd # Minority Prison Project (MPP): SweetPeas: 111 S. Highland#=324—6873 Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and Cafe Samovar: 83 Union, # 529—9607.
Antiques: 2018 Court, (In the Mid— Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook a 726—4767.
Information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
and 80 Monroe # 525—7775.
Town Flea Market) = 725—4751.
Club Hide—A—Way: 2018 Court # 274—
Ste.
4,
Memphis
38104—2402
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
GRAPHICS—_______ Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for
6602.
# 726—1547.
4513.
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
private functions + Lisa Gray (The Construction Site: 1474 Madison
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373— Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
103,
Memphis
38104
#
276—2101.
Peabody Hotel) = 726—5910.
Memphis 38174—1822.
5670.
§
Image Illustration & Design: P. O. Box Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation & Hut:#278—4313
102 N. Cleveland = 725—9872.
National
Organization
for
Women
BOOKS & GIFTS
161075, Memphis, TN 38186—1075 #
meditation classes » # 682—0855. .
J—Wags: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
Meristem: Feminist Book Store » 930 S.
(901)
324—5742,
Fax
(901)323—7524
John In Charge: Household & office Midtown: 2146 Young # 726—9614.
0982 # 276—0282.
Cooper # 276—0282.
cleaning, errands, a personal valet » # Nikita‘s Bar & Grill: 211 / Peabody Ave,
New Beginnings (Adult Children of JRP Specialties: Photo business cards &
distinctive nature photography + Joe
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
272—2316.
# 272—1700.
Alcoholics): Memphis LambdaCenter
Pfeiffer # 272—1207.
SERVICES
Kings Interior Painting: # 324—5314.
# 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Oops: 1349 Autumn # 272—1634.
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
Parents& FriendsofLesbiansAnd Gays Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454— Lavender Earth: 852 S. Cooper, # 272— Pipeline: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
1411.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
— 2053
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis That‘s
Reflections: 92 North Avalon@#272—1525.
Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad Lederwerx: 1655 Madison, # 272—7451. WKRB
# 278—2835.
in Memphis: 1528 Madison #
38187—2031 # 761—1444.
s Sggzpaigns, letterhead, etc.. 761— MT‘s Bakery: Gay and Lesbian Wedding
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Phoenix (Gay AA): Memphis Lambda
278—9321.
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
CakesA Specialty, Mary Jane or
Centers 327—2447, 276—7379, or454—
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
estimates # 327—6165.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Theresa, 2127 Frayser Blvd. # 358— Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
1414.
White Glove Services: Home or Offices Riverboat Gamblers Motorcycle Club: AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
6689 or 388—2376.
zélgv‘melopmems: 194 LooneyAve, @525—
388—3781.
Box 40404, Memphis, TN 38104 # Gay & Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—285— Mid—Town Hair: 1926 Madison, Memphis
7431 (24 hr. help & information for
38104 # 278—2199;
COMMUNITY GROUPS
2176—9939.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Lesbians, Gays transvestites, & Pass Pets: Hickory Ridge Mall, = 366—
ACT UP Memphis: 5:30 Sun. Call Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Realty: # 854—0455.
transexuals)
4428
Nelson 772—5456 or Sharon Ann #
Center a 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Davies—
Southern Country Memphis: Country Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800— Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or .— Sowell, Inc.: 54 S. Cooper,#278—4380.
725—5483.
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun.,
1:45pm.)
house sitting by competent, caring
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
WesternDanceClub+266 LeonoraDr,
RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS ___
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 728—
couple@ 726—6198.
Memphis LambdaCenter=276—7379.
# 683—8916.
lGays
Rejoicing & Affirmed ina Catholic
GAYS
—
7:30—11pm.
*
Enrica
Ramey:
Insurance
#
Midtown
—
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For
Environment (GRACE): Support —
LINC:
#
725—8895.
725—6023
&
Bartlett
—
377—1075.
Lambda Center = 276—7379.
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Richard‘s Designs: Packaging designs& __ group for Catholics & their friends®
Alliance: Leather/levi club » 4372 Kerwin
Ave, Ste 4, Memphis 38104—2402 Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
‘Information2721207Joe..
Rape
Crisis:
#
528—2161.
marketing = 683—6157.
Dr., Memphis 38128.
@
HolyTrinity Community Church: Sunday
Suicide
&
Crisis
Intervention:
#
274—
S
&
R
Body
Shop:
Sandy
George
»
2052
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Tsarus: Leather—Levi club » Box 41082,
School: 9:45am; WorshipService: Sun.
Clifton, # 353—4604.
2.
7477.
Memphis: Box 41371, Memphis
Memphis 38174—1082.
&
study: Wed. "_
Sanders
Facilities,
Inc.:
Catering
&
party
National
Transvestite—Transexual
am, 7 pm; Bible
&
9
at
Wings: SocialClub» Box41784, Memphis
38174—1371.
at 7:00pm; We Care AIDS Support
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
Hotline: # . (617) 899—2212 (Gam—
38174—1784.
Black & White Men:Together (BWMT):
Ministry: Sat. 10am « 2323 Monroe #
3998.
2am,
Mon.—Sat.).
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 # Women ofLeather: Box41322, Memphis
726—9443.
See—S:
Portraits
&
photography
##
327—
LEGAL SERVICES
38127—1322.
452—5894.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tue.,
3760.
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
— Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm;
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Star
Search
Video:
1411
Poplar
Ave
#
MS38668
Senatobia,
A,
255
Rt. 1, Box
1929 Evelyn Ave. # 272—3875
Dinner, 7pm, $3; Meeting 7:30pm — c/o
Bear Trappers BBS: Searving Nashville
272—STAR.
# (601) 562—8738 or (901) 722—8188.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd,
& surrounding area(615)360—2837
Tiger Paw Windshield Repair & _
1870
Law:
At
Attorney
Hooper,
David
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs., Flesh lllusions BBS: We have P.0.D.S.
# 726—4698 (Doug Deaver) or 272—
Replacement: Donna Watson #
Union Ave, # 274—6824.
7pmPrescottMemorial BaptistChurch.
1207 (Joe Pfeiffer).
&NuitNet Avaliable thrurequests only.
363—4629.
24hr.
phone
service.
Mackenzie, Attorney AtLaw: 100
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
3956 Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 #
Alsocarries Fidonet, 2400—14,4 baud. Susan
Tropical
Impressions:
Pet
Shop
&
N. Main, Ste 2518, # 526—0809.
387—1567.
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
©357—5483
Grooming
Salon+3700
S.
Mendenhall,
N.
100
Law:
At
LOCATIONS
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/ The Personals: Gay computer bulletin Robert Ross, Attorney
# 794—3047 or 365—9716.
Main, Ste 3310, # 525—0417.
Bookstar:
3402
Poplar Ave. #323—9332
AIDSServiceOrganization » Box40389,
board » 300 or 1200 baud #274—6713.
Service:
Lawn
&
Tree
44 N. Whittington
CircuitPlayhouse: 1705 PoplarAve. #726—
Memphis 38174—0389 # 278—AIDS or Two‘s Company: Gay computer bulletin Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law:
Sandra
&
Troy
Whittington
#
685—
Second, Ste 600, ## 521—9996.
272—0855.
5521
boardandcomputersupport. "Handles"
8410. Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
accepted. 1200/2400 baud. a 726— Jocelyn Lincoln
MEDIA
North
60
Tower,
American
1903
Information a 725—4898.
Rd. Ext. # 683—9801.
4073.
%
Mid—America Mall, Memphis 38103 # Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon. Memphis and Shelby County Public
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of
COUNSELING SERVICES
~6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90 — Box
684—1332.
Library: 1850 Peabody ax 725—8800.
America Memphis Chapter: Kerrel Ard, BSW: Personal growth,
41773, Memphis 38174.
MASSAGE
SERVICES
P&H Cafe: 1532 Madison Ave#274—9794.
Information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
alternative healing
counseling,
spiritual
newspaper
5th Dimensions: Therapeutic, Swedish, Hera Sees: Bi—monthly
Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar #
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402 # 726—
a 725—4898.
published by Hera Sees, Inc. « 1725—B
sports Massage. In & out call a 795—
1547.
7254823
M.Div.: Pastoralcounseling
Causey,
Beth
Madison
Ave,@
276—0543.
5001
StarSearchVideo: 1411 PoplarAve.#272—
Gays On Cleveland Street (GOCS):
a
278—9554.
by
published
Weekly newspaper
Social Group + c/o The Hut, 102 N. Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union, #726— Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue Query:
STAR
Pyramid Publishing « Box 40422,
ic touch and
therapeut
Cleveland = 725—9872.
massage,
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
1284.
Nashville
37204—0422
#
(615)
327—
preparation for movement. By
Mendenhall Rd S. = 682—3326 & 1803
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
3273.
3%
~ appointment only # 527—2273.
Union @ 726—1622.
Lambda Center @ 276—7379 or 454—
Simmons,
«
Counselor
Psychological
Hour":
s: Therapeutic/sports massage Recovery Talk "In the Midnight
141,
Assoc., 3960 Knight Amold Bodyright
&
Kelman
Radio
program,
Sat.
12:15—1:15am,
by appointment # 377—7701.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: Calvary
:
Rd, Ste 316, 369—6050.
Episcopal Church, « Mailing address: Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist Dave Everitt: Full body Swedishmassage
Shiatsu, Medical Massage # 722—5522
2058 Young Ave, Memphis 38104 #
«Centerpoint, 5180 ParkAve. Ste 150,
(Pager #) 533—9492
— 276—4045.
##
767—1066.
Spiritual Resources in the Memphis Area —
LovingArms (Support Partners forHIV+ Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual & Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
massage by appointment a 725—7020
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178
Box
P.O.
575—1230.
Beeper
or
SheliaTankersley,
the Med):
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
Professional full body
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 = 725—
Service, 1835 Union, Ste 101, = 726— Craig von Graeler:
Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443
massage by appointment. Please call
6730
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
pm
278—9768.
#
10am—10
Prowett,
John
Mature Gays: Information:
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church —327—8479
Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382—
1517 Court Ave., Ste. 4, Memphis
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
3880.
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
38104—2402 # 726—1547.
Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual & Art Gallery Memphis: # 725—0521 (By
Reproductive
for
Memphis Center
Appointment Only).
Group Counseling, = 761—9178
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Health: 1462 PoplarAve # 274—3550. Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper, #725—
Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
0521.
therapy + Fully Alive! = 323—2078 —
Center (MGLCC): 1486 Madison,
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall
Mailing Address:Box41074,Memphis—— Siiingfee scale.
The Gay Memphis Resources Direc—
tory is printed as a public service, and its
listings are free. Agencies and businesses
listed herein have requested to be listed,
buthave not been charged. Allphone num—

